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A HOMOTOPICAL SKOLEM–NOETHER THEOREM
AJNEET DHILLON AND PA´L ZSA´MBOKI
Abstract. The classical Skolem–Noether Theorem [Gir71] shows us (1) how we can assign to an
Azumaya algebra A on a scheme X a class in H2(X,Gm) and (2) how Azumaya algebras correspond
to twisted vector bundles. The Derived Skolem–Noether Theorem [Lie09], generalizes this to weak
algebras in the derived 1-category. We show that in general for a co-familyC of presentable monoidal
quasi-categories with descent over a quasi-category with a Grothendieck topology, there is a fibre
sequence giving the required correspondences. In the case of complexes over a qcqs scheme X, the
long exact sequence on homotopy splits giving the exact sequences as wanted. Further applications
include complexes in Derived Algebraic Geometry, module spectra in Spectral Algebraic Geometry
and IndCoh and crystals in Derived Algeraic Geometry in characteristic 0.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The classical theory.
1.1.1. Skolem–Noether Theorem. [Gir71, V, Lemme 4.1] LetX be a scheme (or a locally ringed topos),
and n a positive integer. Then there exists a short exact sequence of group sheaves on X:
1→ Gm → GLn
Ad
−−→ AutAlgEndOO
⊕n → 1.
Taking deloopings, we get a fibre sequence of stacks on X:
(1) LB→ Vecn
End
−−→ Azn.
Here, LB is the stack of line bundles, Vecn is the stack of rank-n vector bundles, and Azn is the
stack of rank-n Azumaya algebras on X.
1.1.2. From Azumaya algebras to cohomological Brauer classes. Let A be a rank-n Azumaya algebra
on an X-scheme U. Then it is classified by a map U
cA
−→ Azn. We can take the homotopy pullback
square
X (A) Vecn
U Azn.
y
h
F
End
cA
By the fibre sequence 1, we get that X (A) is a Gm-gerbe on U. Therefore, it is classified by a
class [X (A)] ∈ H2(U,Gm).
1.1.3. Azumaya algebras and twisted sheaves. We have seen previously that Azumaya algebras give
Gm-gerbes. The most succint way to express this is to notice that Gm is commutative (or E2) and
thus we can deloop further to get a fibre sequence of 2-stacks on X:
(2) Vec
End
−−→ Az
X
−→ B2Gm.
That is, the map of stacks Vec
End
−−→ Az is a Gm-gerbe, ie. a BGm-principal bundle. This shows
the following. Let X be a Gm-gerbe on U. Then Azumaya algebras on U with Brauer class [X ]
correspond to BGm-equivariant maps X
F
−→ Vec, that is, X -twisted vector bundles on U.
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1.2. Derived Skolem–Noether Theorem. [Lie09, Theorem 5.1.5] Let E be a perfect complex on a
scheme X. Let OE = Coker(OX → REndE). Then we have a short exact sequence of sheaves of
groups on X
1→ O×E → Aut
hPerf
E
Ad
−−→ Aut
Alg hPerf
REndE→ 1.
Using this result, Lieblich has shown that generalized Azumaya algebras, that is 1-descent data of
e´tale forms of derived endomorphism algebras of totally supported perfect coherent sheaves as
algebra objects in the derived 1-category correspond to twisted totally supported perfect coherent
sheaves [Lie09, §5.2.4].
Note how this statement is about the derived 1-categories. Therefore, in this setting, one
cannot detect higher descent conditions, which is the reason why 1-stackification is needed in the
construction of the stack of generalized Azumaya algebras [Lie09, §5.2]. Using our homotopically
correct formulation, we can show that stackification was not needed in this case:
Proposition 5.28. Let X be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme. Then the category fibred in
groupoids of pre-generalized Azumaya algebras PRX is a 1-stack.
1.3. Derived Azumaya algebras. Let X be a scheme. If X admits an ample invertible sheaf,
then every torsion class in H2(X,Gm) is represented by an Azumaya algebra [dJ]. But there is a
counterexample for a nonseparated scheme [EHKV01, Corollary 3.11]. On the other hand, we get
a positive result if we allow derived Azumaya algebras.
Let QC⊗ denote the symmetric monoidal∞-stack of (unbounded) complexes of quasi-coherent
modules. Then an algebra A ∈ AlgQC(U) is a derived Azumaya algebra, if there exists an fppf
covering V → U, and a totally supported perfect complex E on V such that A|LV ≃ REndE.
Let Dg denote the ∞-stack of dg-categories on X. Let DgAz ⊂ Dg denote the full substack
on locally trivial dg-categories. By the homotopical Eilenberg–Watts theorem [Lur16, Theorem
4.8.4.1], the functor PicQC
L 7→(⊗L)
−−−−−→ AutDgQC is an equivalence. Since a complex E ∈ QC(U) is
invertible if and only if it is a shift of a line bundle, we get DgAz ≃ B2Gm × BZ.
Theorem [Toe¨12, Corollary 4.8]. LetM be an fppf-locally trivial dg-category on a quasi-compact
and quasi-separated (derived) scheme X. Then there exists a derived Azumaya algebra A such
that M ≃ModA.
A similar result holds in the spectral setting:
Theorem [AG14, Corollary 6.20] Let X be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated connective
spectral scheme. Then every Brauer class on X lifts to a derived Azumaya algebra.
While we were preparing this paper, Ben Antieau has told us about the paper [GL16], in which
our main result is proven in the case of affine spectral schemes [GL16, Propotision 5.15].
1.4. Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem – general case. Our main result is a generalization
of the fibre sequences 1 and 2. To reiterate: let TPerf ⊂ QC denote the full substack on totally
supported perfect complexes, and take E ∈ TPerf(X). From DgAz ≃ BPicQC we get the homotopy
Cartesian outer square, and we would like to show that we can extend it to the pasting diagram
of∞-stacks over X:
3
PicQC TPerf X
X Deraz DgAz.
y
h
y
h
⊗LE
REnd
It turns out that this can be done very generally, for any co-family opC ⊗ → (Assoc⊗)op × K of
presentable monoidal quasi-categories with descent over a quasi-category with a Grothendieck
topology [Lur16, §4.8].
LetU ∈ K, and take a right dualizable object E ∈ C (U). We say that it is a generator if the induced
map ModEndE
⊗End EE
−−−−−→ C (U) is essentially surjective. We denote by opCdgen ⊂
opC the full substack
on dualizable generators. We denote by opLTensC the ∞-stack of presentable quasi-categories
left-tensored by C with descent.
Theorem 4.17 (Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem). Let K be a quasi-category with final object
S, let τ be a Grothendieck topology on it. Let Cartτ/K denote the quasi-category of Cartesian fibrations over
K with τ-descent. Let X ⊆ Cartτ/K denote the full subcategory on right fibrations over K with τ-descent,
which is an ∞-topos. Let C ⊗ → Assoc⊗ ×Kop be a family of presentable monoidal quasi-categories with
τ-descent. Then the following assertions hold:
(1) We have a fibre sequence in (Cartτ/K)∗:
(opC ◦dgen,O)
End
−−→ (opAzC ,O)
Mod
−−−→ (op LTensAz C ,ModO )
(2) Let E ∈ Cdgen(S). Then we have a fibre sequence in (Cart
τ
/K)∗:
(op PicC ,O)
⊗E
−−→ (opC ◦dgen,E)
End
−−→ (opAzC ,EndE).
(3) We have a long exact sequence of homotopy sheaves in hX :
· · · → π2(
opAzC ,EndE)→ π1(
op PicC ,O)→ π1(
op
Cdgen,E)→ π1(
opAzC ,EndE)→
→ π0(
op PicC )→ π0(
op
Cdgen)→ π0(
opAzC )→ π0(
op LTensAz C )→ 0.
1.5. Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem – applications. In our applications, we needed a
way to show that the family C ⊗ → Assoc⊗ ×Kop of presentable monoidal quasi-categories has
τ-descent. To this end, we have proven the following criterion:
Corollary 4.10 . LetK be a quasi-category equippedwith aGrothendieck topology τ andC ⊗ → Kop×Assoc⊗
a coCartesian fibration of presentable monoidal quasi-categories. Suppose that the following assertions hold:
(1) The underlying Cartesian fibration opC
p
−→ K has τ-descent.
(2) For all objects U ∈ K, the presentable monoidal quasi-category C (U) ∈ Alg(PrL) has dualizable
underlying presentable quasi-category.
Then base changes in q commute with τ-descent data.
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1.5.1. Algebraic Geometry. Let X be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme. We consider
K = FppfX and
opC ⊗ = QC⊗. We have already seen PicQC ≃ BGm × Z. A complex E is dualizable
if and only if it is a perfect complex. It is a generator if and only if it is totally supported. If E is
totally supported, then the multiplication map Gm → π1(QC,E) is injective. Therefore, the long
exact sequence splits and we get the following result:
Corollary 5.24 (Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem for schemes). Let S be a quasi-compact and
quasi-separated scheme. Let Cart
fppf
S
denote the quasi-category of Cartesian fibrations on StS which satisfy
fppf descent.
(1) Let op TPerfS :=
op(QCS)dgen denote the Cartesian fibration of totally supported perfect complexes
on S, opDerazS :=
opAzQCS the Cartesian fibration of derived Azumaya algebras on S and
opDgAzS :=
op LTensAzQCS the Cartesian fibration of locally trivial presentable quasi-categories left-tensored overQC
⊗
S .
Then the sequence in (Cart
fppf
S
)∗:
(op TPerf◦S,O)
End
−−→ (opDerazS,O)
Mod
−−−→ (opDgAzS ,D)
is a homotopy fibre sequence.
(2) Let E ∈ TPerf(S) be a totally supported perfect complex on S. Then the sequence in (Cart
fppf
S
)∗:
(BGm × Z,O)
⊗E
−−→ (op TPerf◦S,E)
End
−−→ (opDerazS,EndE)
is a homotopy fibre sequence.
(3) We have isomorphisms of sheaves of groups
πiΩ(
op TPerfS,E)  πiΩ(
opDerazS,REndE)
for i > 0, a short exact sequence of sheaves of groups
1→ Gm
a7→a·
−−−→ AutPerf E
Ad
−−→ AutDeraz(REndE)→ 1,
and an exact sequence of pointed sheaves of sets
∗ → Z = π0(BGm × Z)
⊗E
−−→ π0 TPerfS
REnd
−−−−→ π0DerazS
Mod
−−−→ π0Dg
Az
S = ∗ → ∗.
1.5.2. Homotopical Algebraic Geometry. We can apply the Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem
to Derived and Spectral Algebraic Geometry too:
Corollary 5.39 (Homotopical Skolem–Noether theorem for Derived and Spectral Algebraic Ge-
ometry). Let S be a derived or spectral affine scheme. Let Cart
fpqc
S
denote the quasi-category of Cartesian
fibrations on StS which satisfy fpqc descent.
(1) Let op(Perf◦gen)S =
op(QCS)
◦
dgen
denote the right fibration of perfect generator complexes on S,
opDerazS :=
opAzQCS the Cartesian fibration of derived Azumaya algebras on S and
opDgAzS :=
op LTensAzQCS the Cartesian fibration of locally trivial presentable quasi-categories left-tensored over
QC⊗S . Then the sequence in (Cart
fpqc
S
)∗:
(op(Perf◦gen)S,O)
End
−−→ (opDerazS,O)
Mod
−−−→ (opDgAzS ,D)
is a homotopy fibre sequence.
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(2) Let E ∈ Perfgen(S) be a perfect generator complex on S. Then the sequence in (Cart
fpqc
S
)∗:
(op PicQCS,O)
⊗E
−−→ (op(Perf◦gen)S,E)
End
−−→ (opDerazS,EndE)
is a homotopy fibre sequence.
1.5.3. IndCoh and crystals. In the characteristic 0 case, we can also apply our main result to the
families of symmetric monoidal quasi-categories IndCoh⊗
!
and (Crysr)⊗
!
:
Corollary 5.54 (Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem for IndCoh). Let TCoh ⊆ Coh denote the
full substack on totally supported coherent complexes and we let Az IndCoh ⊆ Alg IndCoh⊗
!
denote the
full substack on algebra objects locally equivalent to endomorphism algebras of totally supported coherent
complexes. Then the following assertions hold:
(1) The following is a fibre sequence in Stklft:
op TCoh◦
End
−−→ Az IndCoh◦
Mod
−−−→ op LTensAz IndCoh◦ ≃ (B2Gm × BZ).
(2) Let Y be a stack locally of finite type and E ∈ TCoh(Y ) a totally supported complex with bounded
coherent cohomology sheaves on Y . Then the following is a fibre sequence in (Stklft)/Y :
((BGm) × Z)Y ≃
op Pic IndCohY
⊗E
−−→ op TCoh◦
Y
End
−−→ opAz IndCoh◦
Y
.
Corollary 5.60 (Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem forCrys). Let op Crys
r,gen
Coh
⊆ opCrysr) denote
the full substack on coherent generator complexes and let opAzCrysr ⊆ opAlg(Crysr)⊗
!
denote the full
substack on Azumaya algebra objects. Then the following assertions hold:
(1) The following is a fibre sequence in Stklft:
op(Crys
r,gen
Coh
)◦
End
−−→ (AzCrysr)◦
Mod
−−−→ op LTensAz(AzCrysr)◦ ≃ (B2Gm × BZ)dR.
(2) Let Y be a stack locally of finite type and E ∈ Crys
r,dgen
Coh
(Y ) a generator complex with bounded
coherent cohomology sheaves on Y . Then the following is a fibre sequence in (Stklft)/YdR :
((BGm) × Z)YdR ≃
op PicCrysr
Y
⊗E
−−→ op(Crys
r,gen
Coh
)◦
Y
End
−−→ op(AzCrysr)◦
Y
.
Finally, the Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem for Derived Algebraic Geometry gives a
correspondence between twisted crystals and derived Azumaya algebras:
Corollary 5.62. Let Y be a prestack and T a twisting on Y . Then the quasi-category dgen CrysT,l(Y ) of
T-twisted left crystals on Y that are dualizable generators is equivalent to the quasi-category DerazT(YdR)
of derived Azumaya algebras on YdR with Brauer class T.
2. Background
2.1. Algebras and modules in higher algebra. To be able to make higher algebraic statements
about complexes on schemes, we equip the stack opDS with the structure of the opposite of a family
of symmetric monoidal quasi-categories. Following the point of view of [Lur16, §2], this means
the following.
Notation 2.1. Let Fin∗ denote the nerve of the category with
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• objects the pointed finite sets 〈n〉 = {∗, 1, . . . , n} for n ≥ 0. We denote 〈n〉◦ = {1, . . . , n}.
• morphism set HomFin∗(〈m〉, 〈n〉) = {〈m〉
α
−→ 〈n〉 : α(∗) = ∗}. A morphism 〈m〉 → 〈n〉 can be
thought of as a partially defined morphism 〈m〉◦ → 〈n〉◦.
A map 〈m〉
f
−→ 〈n〉 is inert, if for each i ∈ 〈n〉◦, we have | f−1({i})| = 1. Let C ⊗
p
−→ Fin∗ be a morphism
of simplicial sets. Then an edge e in C ⊗ is inert, if it is a p-coCartesian edge over an inert edge in
Fin∗.
For each n > 0 and i ∈ 〈n〉◦, we fix the inert map 〈n〉
ρi
−→ 〈1〉 with
ρi( j) =

1 i = j
∗ else.
Definition 2.2. Let C ⊗
p
−→ Fin∗ be a morphism of simplicial sets. We denote C
⊗
〈1〉
by C . Then p (or
by abuse of notation: C ⊗, or even C ) is a symmetric monoidal quasi-category, if it is a coCartesian
fibration of∞-operads [Lur16, Definition 2.1.2.13], that is
(1) it is a coCartesian fibration, and
(2) for each n ≥ 0, the map C ⊗
〈n〉
(ρi
!
)n
i=1
−−−−→ C ×n is a categorical equivalence.
Because of property (2), we denote byC1⊕· · ·⊕Cn ∈ C
⊗
〈n〉
a preimage along (ρi
!
)n
i=1
of (C1, . . . ,Cn) ∈
C ×n.
The idea here is that coCartesian edges give the usual operations. A coCartesian edge over
〈2〉
1,27→1
−−−−→ 〈1〉 gives a product operation C ⊕D 7→ C ⊗D. It is a coCartesian edge, so it is unique up
to homotopy. By the same uniqueness, for example, we get the homotopy commutative diagram
C
⊗
〈2〉
C
⊗
〈2〉
C
(1 7→ 2, 2 7→ 1)!
(1, 2 7→ 1)!
(1, 2 7→ 1)!
giving homotopies C ⊗D ≃ D ⊗ C natural in C,D ∈ C .
Definition 2.3. LetC ⊗
p
−→ Fin∗ be a symmetricmonoidal quasi-category. Then a commutative algebra
object in C is a morphism of∞-operads Fin∗
A
−→ C ⊗ [Lur16, Definition 2.1.2.7], that is, it is a section
of p which takes inert maps to inert maps. The quasi-category of commutative algebras in C is the
full subcategory CAlg(C ) ⊆ FunFin∗(Fin∗,C
⊗) on commutative algebras. We also denote Fin∗ by
Comm⊗.
Definition 2.4. The associative ∞-operad denoted by Assoc⊗ is the ∞-operad Assoc⊗ → Fin∗
constructed by taking the nerve of a functor of ordinary categories Assoc⊗ → Fin∗. We abuse
notation and denote by Fin∗ the ordinary category that produces the simplicial set Fin∗. The data
of Assoc⊗ is :
(1) objects 〈n〉 for n ≥ 0,
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(2) a morphism 〈m〉 → 〈n〉 is given by a map 〈m〉
α
−→ 〈n〉 in Fin∗, and for each i ∈ 〈n〉
◦, a linear
ordering on the finite set α−1(i), and
(3) composition is given by lexicographical ordering.
The proof that this produces an∞-operad can be found in [Lur16, 2.1.1.21, 4.1.14].
Definition 2.5. A monoidal quasi-category is a coCartesian fibration of ∞-operads C ⊗ → Assoc⊗
[Lur16, Definition 4.1.10]. Oberve that a coCartesian edge C ⊗
〈2〉
m
−→ C over the map {1 < 2} → {1} is
a product map
{C,D} 7→ C ⊗D,
and a coCartesian edge over the map 〈0〉 → 〈1〉 gives a unit object 1 ∈ C for tensor product, where
that this is a unit object on the left is shown by the homotopy commutative diagram
C
⊗
〈2〉
C C
(〈1〉
1 7→2
−−−→ 〈2〉)! m
id
which follows from that coCartesian edges are unique up to homotopy. That is, we have a
homotopy 1 ⊗ C ≃ C natural in C ∈ C .
Definition 2.6. Let C be a monoidal quasi-category. Then C ∈ C is invertible, if the endofunctor
C
⊗C
−−→ C is an equivalence. ThePicard quasi-category Pic(C ) ⊆ C is the full subcategory on invertible
objects.
Definition 2.7. Let C be a monoidal quasi-category. Then an algebra object in C is a morphism
of ∞-operads Assoc⊗
A
−→ C ⊗. The quasi-category of algebras in C is the full subcategory Alg(C ) ⊆
FunFin∗(Assoc
⊗,C ⊗) on algebras.
Definition 2.8. Following the procedure in 2.4 we construct an ∞-operad LM⊗ with a forgetful
map LM⊗ → Assoc⊗. The simplicial set LM∞ is obtained be taking the nerve of the category with
(1) objects (〈n〉, S) where S ⊆ 〈n〉◦, and
(2) a map (〈n′〉, S′)→ (〈n〉, S) is given by a map 〈n′〉
α
−→ 〈n〉 in Assoc⊗ such that
(a) we have α(S′ ∪ {∗}) ⊆ S ∪ {∗}, and
(b) for s ∈ S, we have α−1({s}) ∩ S′ = {s′}, where s′ = maxα−1({s}).
We denote a = (〈1〉, ∅), m = (〈1〉, {1}) ∈ LM⊗.
Definition 2.9. LetC ′ be amonoidal quasi-category andM a quasi-category. A left-tensored struture
of M over C ′ is a coCartesian fibration of ∞-operads C ⊗ → LM⊗ [Lur16, Definition 4.2.1.19] such
that we have an equivalence of monoidal quasi-categories C ′ ≃ Ca, and an equivalence of quasi-
categories M ≃ Cm.
We have a monomorphism
Assoc⊗
〈n〉7→(〈n〉,∅)
−−−−−−−−→ LM⊗
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restricting along which we get the monoidal quasi-category structure C ⊗a := C ×LM⊗ Assoc
⊗.
We also have to forgetful map
LM⊗
(〈n〉,S)7→〈n〉
−−−−−−−−→ Assoc⊗
pulling back a monoidal quasi-category D along which we get the left-tensored structure of D over
itself.
Let C1, . . . ,Cn ∈ Ca andM,N ∈ M . Then we let
Map
C
({C1, . . . ,Cn} ⊗M,N) ⊆MapC ({C1, . . . ,Cn,M},N)
denote the full subgroupoid over the map (〈n + 1〉, {n + 1})
1<···<n
−−−−−→ (〈1〉, {1}) in LM⊗.
Definition 2.10. Let C → LM⊗ be a coCartesian fibration of ∞-operads which equips M ≃ Cm
with a left tensored structure over Ca. LetM,N ∈ M . Then a morphism objectMorC (M,N) ∈ Ca is a
representing object for the presheaf on Ca:
C 7→Map
C
({C} ⊗M,N).
We say that M is enriched over Ca, if it has a morphism object for allM,N ∈ M .
Let’s show how to get an enriched composition map in a quasi-category M enriched over Ca.
Let L,M,N ∈ M . Then we have universal maps
αLM ∈MapC (MorC (L,M)⊗L,M), αMN ∈MapC (MorC (M,N)⊗M,N), αLN ∈MapC (MorC (L,N)⊗L,N).
By the universal property of αLN, there exists a map MorC (M,N) ⊗ MorC (L,M)
c
−→ MorC (L,N)
making the diagram
MorC (M,N) ⊗MorC (L,M) ⊗ L
MorC (L,N) ⊗ L
MorC (M,N) ⊗M N.
c ⊗ id
id⊗αLM
αLN
αMN
commutative.
Definition 2.11. Let M ⊗
p
−→ LM⊗ and N ⊗
q
−→ LM⊗ be coCartesian fibrations of∞-operads, and
M
⊗ ×LM⊗ Assoc
⊗ α−→ C ⊗
β
−→ N ⊗ ×LM⊗ Assoc
⊗
equivalences of∞-operads. That is, M and N are left-tensored over the monoidal quasi-category
C . Then an LM⊗-functor M ⊗
F
−→ N ⊗ is (C -)linear, if
(1) it takes p-coCartesian edges to q-coCartesian edges, and
(2) we have F|M ⊗ ×LM⊗ Assoc
⊗
= β ◦ α.
We let LinFun(M ,N ) = LinFunC (M ,N ) ⊆ FunLM⊗(M
⊗,N ⊗) denote the full subcategory on
linear functors.
Definition 2.12. Let C ⊗
p
−→ LM⊗ exhibit Cm = M as a quasi-category left-tensored over the
monoidal quasi-category C ⊗a . Then a left module in C is a morphism of ∞-operads LM
⊗ M−→ C ⊗.
Let Assoc⊗
A
−→ C ⊗ be an algebra in Ca. Then a left A-module in M is a left module LM
⊗ M−→ C ⊗
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such thatM|Assoc⊗ = A. The quasi-category of left modules in C is the full subcategory LMod(C ) ⊆
FunFin∗(LM
⊗,C ⊗) on left modules. The quasi-category of left A-modules in M is the full subcategory
LModA(M ) ⊆ LMod(C ) on left A-modules. By abuse of notation, when C
⊗ is clear from context,
we will also denote this by AMod or LModA.
Similarly, via the∞-operad RM⊗ we can define right modules [Lur16, Variant 4.2.1.36].
Definition 2.13. Let M be a quasi-category, and C−, C+ monoidal quasi-categories. Then a biten-
sored structure of M over C− on the left and C+ on the right is a coCartesian fibration of ∞-operads
C ⊗ → BM⊗ [Lur16, Definition 4.3.1.17] such that we have an equivalence of quasi-categories
Cm ≃ M , and equivalences of monoidal quasi-categories Ca− ≃ C−, Ca+ ≃ C+. Here, the∞-operad
BM⊗ has
(1) objects (〈n〉, c−, c+) where c−, c+ are maps 〈n〉
◦ → [1], and
(2) a morphism (〈n′〉, c′−, c
′
+
)
α
−→ (〈n〉, c−, c+) is a morphism 〈n
′〉
α
−→ 〈n〉 in Assoc⊗ such that for
j ∈ 〈n〉◦ and α−1{ j} = {i1 ≻ · · · ≻ ik}we have
(a) c′−(i1) = c−( j),
(b) c′+(iℓ) = c
′
−(iℓ+1) for ℓ = 1, . . . , k − 1, and
(c) c′
+
(ik) = c+( j).
We let a− = (〈1〉, 0, 0),m = (〈1〉, 0, 1), and a+ = (〈1〉, 1, 1). Unless specifiedotherwise,we letC− = Ca− ,
and C+ = Ca+ .
Remark 2.14. Let (〈n〉, c−, c+) and i ∈ [1, n]. Then one can say that c−(i) says which algebra we’re
acting with on the left, and c+(i) says which algebra we’re acting with on the right.
Definition 2.15. We let BMod(M ) = AlgBM(M ). Let A ∈ Alg(C−) and B ∈ Alg(C+). Then an
(A,B)-bimodule object (in M ) is M ∈ BMod(M ) such that M|Alg(C−) = A and M|Alg(C+) = B. We
let AModB ⊆ BMod(M ) denote the full subcategory of (A,B)-bimodule objects.
Construction 2.16. Let C ⊗
q
−→ BM⊗ be a coCartesian fibration of ∞-operads. Then the quasi-
category LMod(Cm) of left module objects can be equipped with the structure of a quasi-category
right-tensoredoverC+ [Lur16, §4.3.2]. Heuristically, forM ∈ LModA andC ∈ C+, the leftA-module
structure onM ⊗ C is given by
A ⊗ (M ⊗ C) ≃ (A ⊗M) ⊗ C
α⊗C
−−−→ M ⊗ C.
More precisely, we have a map LM⊗ ×RM⊗
Pr
−→ BM⊗ defined as follows.
• For objects (〈m〉, S) ∈ LM⊗ and (〈n〉,T) ∈ RM⊗, we have
Pr((〈m〉, S), (〈n〉,T)) = (X∗, c−, c+),
where
X = (〈m〉 × T) ∪ (S × 〈n〉) ⊆ 〈m〉◦ × 〈n〉◦  〈mn〉◦,
and for (i, j) ∈ X, we have
c−(i, j) =

0 j ∈ T,
1 j < T
, and c+(i, j) =

0 i < S,
1 i ∈ S.
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• Consider morphisms (〈m〉, S)
α
−→ (〈m′〉, S′) in LM⊗ and (〈n〉,T)
β
−→ (〈n′〉,T′) in RM⊗. Let
(X∗, c−, c+) = Pr((〈m〉, S), (〈n〉,T)) and (X
′
∗, c
′
−, c
′
+) = Pr((〈m
′〉, S′), (〈n′〉,T′)).
(1) The image of Pr(α, β) in Fin∗ is the map X∗
γ
−→ X′∗ such that for (i, j) ∈ X, we have
γ(i, j) =

(α(i), β( j)) α(i) ∈ 〈m′〉◦ and β( j) ∈ 〈n′〉◦,
∗ else.
(2) Let (i′, j′) ∈ X′. We need to give
γ−1(i′, j′) = (α−1(i′) × β−1( j′)) ∩X
a linear ordering satisfying the conditions in Definition 2.13.
– Suppose that i′ < S′. Then we have α−1(i′) ∩ S = ∅. As we have X = (〈m〉 × T) ∪
(S × 〈n〉), we get j′ ∈ T′. Therefore, there exists a unique j ∈ T such that β( j) = j′,
and we get γ−1(i′, j′) = α−1(i′) × { j}. We can give this the linear ordering induced
by that on α−1(i′).
– Similarly, if j′ < T′, then we have γ−1(i′, j′) = {i} × β−1( j′), which we can give the
linear ordering induced by that on β−1( j′).
– Suppose that i′ ∈ S′ and j′ ∈ T′. Then there exists a unique i ∈ S resp. j ∈ T such
that α(i) = i′ resp. β( j) = j′. Thus, by definition of X we get
γ−1(i′, j′) = α−1(i′) × { j}
⊔
{(i, j)}
{i} × β−1( j′).
We can give this the unique linear ordering such that
(a) on α−1(i′) × { j} it is induced by that on α−1(i′),
(b) on {i} × β−1( j′) it is induced by that on β−1( j′), and
(c) for i′′ ∈ 〈m〉◦ and j′′ ∈ 〈n〉◦, we have (i′′, j)  (i, j′′).
With this, we can define a quasi-category LMod(Cm)
⊗ and map LMod(Cm)
⊗
p
−→ RM⊗ as follows.
For a map of simplicial sets K
f
−→ RM⊗, we can regard LM⊗ ×K as a simplicial set over BM⊗ as the
composite LM⊗ ×K
id× f
−−−→ LM⊗ ×RM⊗
Pr
−→ BM⊗. Therefore, we can let
HomRM⊗(K,LMod(Cm)
⊗) = HomBM⊗(LM
⊗ ×K,C ⊗).
Let LMod(Cm)
⊗ ⊆ LMod(Cm)
⊗ denote the full subcategory on maps LM⊗ ×{X} → C ⊗ taking inert
edges of LM⊗ to inert edges of C ⊗.
Note that the postcomposite of the canonical inclusion LM⊗ ×{m} → LM⊗ ×RM⊗ by Pr is the
canonical inclusion LM⊗ ×{m}  LM⊗ → BM⊗. This gives an isomorphism LMod(Cm)
⊗×RM⊗ {m} 
LMod(Cm).
Let K → RM⊗ be a map of simplicial sets. Then a map of simplicial sets K → LMod(Cm) over
RM⊗ is a map of simplicial sets LM⊗ ×K
f
−→ C ⊗ over BM⊗. Precomposing this by the canonical
inclusion {m} ×RM⊗ → LM⊗ ×RM⊗, we get a map of simplicial sets K → C ⊗ ×BM⊗ RM
⊗ over RM⊗.
In sum, this gives a map of simplicial sets LMod(Cm)
⊗ → C ⊗ ×BM⊗ RM
⊗ over RM⊗. The preimage
LMod(Cm)
⊗
a → C
⊗
+
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of this map along the canonical inclusion C ⊗
+
= C ⊗ ×BM⊗ Assoc
⊗ → C ⊗ ×BM⊗ RM
⊗ is a trivial Kan
fibration [Lur16, Proposition 4.3.2.6].
The map LMod(Cm)
⊗
p
−→ RM⊗ is a coCartesian fibration of ∞-operads [Lur16, Proposition
4.3.2.5. 1)]. Therefore, it gives the quasi-category LMod(Cm) a left-tensored structure over the
monoidal quasi-category C ⊗
+
.
Moreover, precomposition by Pr gives an equivalence of categories [Lur16, Theorem 4.3.2.7]
BMod(Cm)→ RMod(LMod(Cm)).
Theorem 2.17. [Lur16, Theorem 4.8.4.1] Let L be a collection of simplicial sets containing N(∆)op. Let
C a monoidal quasi-category compatible withL -indexed colimits, M a quasi-category left-tensored over C
compatible with L -indexed colimits, and Assoc⊗
A
−→ C ⊗ an associative algebra object. Then the composite
LinFunL
C
(RModA C ,M )
F 7→(F◦)
−−−−−→ Fun(LModA RModA C ,LModA M )
evA
−−→ LModA M
is an equivalence, with quasi-inverse mapping M ∈ LModA M to RModA C
E 7→E⊗AM
−−−−−−−→ M .
Observe that the right hand of the equivalence does not depend on L , hence neither does the
left.
Corollary 2.18 (Homotopical Eilenberg–Watts theorem). Let Assoc⊗
B
−→ C ⊗ be another associative
algebra object. Then the map
LinFunL
C
(RModA C ,RModB C )
F 7→F(A)
−−−−−→ A BModB
is an equivalence, with quasi-inverse mapping M ∈ A BModB to RModA C
E 7→E⊗AM
−−−−−−−→ RModB C .
Definition 2.19. We let Tens⊗ denote the generalized∞-operad with
(1) objects tuples (〈n〉, [k], c−, c+) where 〈n〉 ∈ Assoc
⊗, [k] ∈ ∆op, and c−, c+ are maps of sets
[1, n]→ [k] such that
c−(i) ≤ c+(i) ≤ c−(i) + 1 for all i ∈ [1, n],
and
(2) a morphism (〈n〉, [k], c−, c+)→ (〈n
′〉, [k′], c′−, c
′
+) is a pair of a morphism 〈n〉
α
−→ 〈n′〉 in Assoc⊗
and a morphism [k′]
λ
−→ [k] in ∆op such that for j ∈ [1, n′] with α−1{ j} = {i1,≺ · · · ≺ im}, we
have
(a) c−(i1) = λ(c
′
−( j)),
(b) c+(iℓ) = c−(iℓ+1) for ℓ ∈ [1,m − 1], and
(c) c+(im) = λ(c
′
+
( j)).
The forgetful functor Tens⊗ → Fin⊗∗ ×∆
op is a family of∞-operads [Lur16, Definition 2.3.2.10]. For
k ≥ 0, the fibre Tens⊗
[k]
is the∞-operadic colimit of the diagram
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Tens⊗
{0}
Tens⊗
{0,1}
Tens⊗
{1}
· · ·
Tens⊗
{k−1}
Tens⊗
{k−1,k}
Tens⊗
{k}
[Lur16, Proposition 4.4.1.11]. In particular, for a monoidal quasi-category C ⊗
q
−→ Assoc⊗, we
have canonical equivalences
Alg(C )→ AlgTens[0](C ), BMod(C )→ AlgTens[1](C ), BMod(C ) ×Alg(C ) BMod(C )→ AlgTens[2](C )
where in the fibre product on the right, the left projection map is the algebra on the right and the
right projection map is the algebra on the left.
We let Tens⊗≻ be the strict pull-back of Tens
⊗ → ∆op along the map ∆1
{0,2} →֒[2]
−−−−−−→ ∆op. Let
A,B,C ∈ Alg(C ) and M ∈ AModB,N ∈ BModC. This data determines F0 ∈ AlgTens[2](C ). Let
K ∈ AModC. We say that F ∈ AlgTens≻(C ) exhibits K as the relative tensor product M ⊗B N, if
(1) we have F|Tens[2] = F0,
(2) we have F|Tens[1] = K, and
(3) the diagram Tens⊗≻
F
−→ C ⊗ is a q-operadic colimit [Lur16, Definition 3.1.1.2].
Let A be an algebra in C . Then the quasi-category A BModA can be equipped with a monoidal
structure given by relative tensor product [Lur16, Proposition 4.4.3.12].
Remark 2.20. An element (〈n〉, [k], c−, c+) ∈ Tens
⊗ indexes an n-term expression of action of algebras
A0, . . . ,Ak. For i ∈ 〈n〉
◦, we can act on the i-th element by Ac−(i) on the left, and Ac+(i) on the right.
Definition 2.21. Let C be a monoidal quasi-category, M a quasi-category left-tensored over C ,
andM ∈ M an object. Then an object C ∈ C equipped with a map C ⊗M
α
−→ M is an endomorphism
object of M, denoted by EndM (M) or End(M), if it represents the presheaf on C :
C′ 7→ Map
M
(C′ ⊗M,M).
Let A be an algebra object in C . Then we say that a left A-module structure on M exhibits A as
an endomorphism algebra of M, if M ∈ LModM with this left module structure represents the right
fibration [Lur16, Corollary 4.7.1.42]
LModM ×M {M} → AlgC
given by restriction.
It can be shown that if C ⊗M
α
−→ M exhibits C ∈ C as an endomorphism object ofM, then α lifts
to a module structure M ∈ LModA M , which exhibits A ∈ AlgC as an endomorphism algebra of
M [Lur16, §4.7.1], in a way that is unique up to homotopy.
Definition 2.22. Let C be a monoidal quasi-category with neutral object O , and C ∈ C an object.
Then an object C∨ equipped with a map C∨ ⊗ C
ev
−→ O is a right dual of C, if this data induce an
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adjunction
C
⊗C
++
⊥ C
⊗C∨
kk .
In this case, the map C ⊗ C∨ ⊗ C
C⊗ev
−−−→ C shows that A := C ⊗ C∨ is an endomorphism object of C.
This equips A with an algebra structure, and C with a left A-module structure. We say that C is a
dualizable generator, if the functor
AMod
⊗AC
−−−→ C
is essentially surjective. We denote by Cdgen ⊆ C the full subcategory of dualizable generators.
Proposition 2.23. Let C be a monoidal quasi-category. Suppose that C admits geometrical realizations,
and the tensor product C ×C
⊗
−→ C commutes with geometrical realizations. Let C ∈ C be a right dualizable
object, and A = EndC. Then the following assertions hold.
(1) The right A-module C∨ is a right dual to the left A-module C.
(2) The functor AMod
⊗AC
−−−→ C is fully faithful.
Proof. We can assume A = C ⊗ C∨. Then the map C∨ ⊗ C
ev
−→ O factors through the canonical map
C∨ ⊗ C
t
−→ C∨ ⊗A C as C
∨ ⊗A C
evA
−−→ O . We claim that the morphisms
C∨ ⊗A C
evA
−−→ O in C , and
A
id
−→ C ⊗ C∨ in AModA
exhibit C∨ ∈ModA as a right dual to C ∈ AMod. That is, we need to show that the composites
C
≃
−→ A ⊗A C
id⊗AC
−−−−→C ⊗ C∨ ⊗A C
C⊗evA
−−−−→ C ⊗A A
≃
−→ C, and
C∨
≃
−→ C∨ ⊗A A
C∨⊗Aid
−−−−−→C∨ ⊗A C ⊗ C
∨ evA ⊗C
∨
−−−−−−→ O ⊗ C∨
≃
−→ C∨
are homotopic to idC and idC∨ , respectively [Lur16, Proposition 4.6.2.1]. Since the forgetful functors
on module categories are conservative [Lur16, Corollary 4.3.3.3], it is enough to prove these
assertions in C . We’ll show the first; the second is similar.
LetO
1
−→ C∨⊗C denote the coevaluation map of the duality (C,C∨) in C . We have the homotopy
commutative diagram
C
O ⊗ C
A ⊗A C
C ⊗ C∨ ⊗ C
C ⊗ C∨ ⊗A C
C ⊗ O
C ⊗A A.
C
≃
≃
1 ⊗ C
id⊗AC
C ⊗ t
C ⊗ ev
C ⊗ evA
≃
≃
The top composite is homotopical to idC by assumption. Therefore so is the bottom composite, as
required.
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Therefore, we have an adjunction ModA
⊗AC
**
⊥ C
⊗C∨
mm with unit map id
id
−→ ⊗AC ⊗ C
∨ and counit
map ⊗C∨ ⊗A C
⊗ evA
−−−−→ id. Since the unit map is an equivalence, the left adjoint ⊗AC is fully faithful,
as claimed.

Corollary 2.24. Let C be a monoidal quasi-category. Suppose that C has geometric realizations, and the
tensor product map C × C → C preserves geometric realizations. Let C ∈ Cdgen be a dualizable generator.
Then the functorsModA
⊗AC
−−−→ C and C
⊗C∨
−−−→ModA are mutually inverse equivalences.
3. TheMorita functor in higher algebra
To set up theMorita functorA 7→ModA sending an algebraA in a monoidal quasi-categoryC to
the quasi-categoryModA of rightA-modules that is left-tensored overC , we use classifying objects
for monoidal quasi-categories and quasi-categories left-tensored by them. The endomorphism
algebra functorwill be the right adjoint of the pointed versionA 7→ (ModA,A) of the above functor.
To make sure that this right adjoint exists, we will need to restrict to presentable underlying quasi-
categories and make sure that the algebra and module structure maps respect colimits. In our
main application, C will be the monoidal quasi-category of cochain complexes over an S-scheme
X, and we will be interested in the endomorphism algebras A = REnd(E) for perfect complexes
E ∈ C , and the dg-categories ModA of right A-modules.
3.1. Cartesian monoidal structures and monoid objects. To get started, we will equip the quasi-
category of quasi-categoriesCat∞with the symmetricmonoidal structure given by taking products.
This is a Cartesian monoidal structure, and thus unique up to equivalence.
LetC ⊗
p
−→ N(Fin∗) be an∞-operad. A laxCartesian structure onC is a functorC
⊗ π−→ D into a quasi-
category such that for all n ≥ 0 and X ∈ C ⊗n , the collection of canonical maps {π(C)
π((ρi)!)
−−−−−→ π(Ci)}
n
i=1
is a product diagram in D .
The lax Cartesian structure π is a weak Cartesian structure, if
(1) the∞-operad p is a symmetric monoidal quasi-category, and
(2) for any p-coCartesian edge f over an active map of the form 〈n〉 → 〈1〉 in Fin∗, its image
π( f ) is an equivalence in D .
The weak Cartesian structure π is a Cartesian structure, if its restriction C → D is an equivalence
of quasi-categories.
Let C be a quasi-category with finite products. Then there exists a Cartesian structure C × → C
[Lur16, Proposition 2.4.1.5]. Moreover, this is the unique Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure
on C up to equivalence [Lur16, Corollary 2.4.1.8]. A symmetric monoidal structure C ⊗ on C is
Cartesian, if
(1) the unit object 1 ∈ C is final, and
(2) for any objects C,D ∈ C , the diagram of canonical maps
C
≃
←− C ⊗ 1← C ⊗D→ 1 ⊗D
≃
−→ D
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is a product diagram in C .
Let D be a quasi-category, and O⊗ an ∞-operad. Then an O⊗-monoid in D is a lax Cartesian
structure of the form O⊗ → D . We let MonO D ⊆ Fun(O
⊗,D) denote the full subcategory of
monoid objects.
Monoidobjects give analternativedescriptionof algebraobjects inCartesian symmetricmonoidal
quasi-categories: let C ⊗
π
−→ D be a Cartesian structure. Then the postcompositionmap Alg
O
C
π◦
−→
MonO D is an equivalence [Lur16, Proposition 2.4.2.5].
3.2. Families ofmonoidalquasi-categories. In this subsectionwewill construct classifyingobjects
for families of algebras. LetD = Cat∞ andπ be the canonical Cartesian structureCat
×
∞ → Cat∞. Let
C ⊗
p
−→ O⊗ be a coCartesian fibration. Then it is classified by a functorO⊗
cp
−→ Cat∞. The coCartesian
fibration p is an O-monoidal quasi-category if and only if the classifying map cp is a monoid object
[Lur16, Example 2.4.2.4]. Moreover, the map Alg
O
Cat∞
π◦
−→ MonO Cat∞ is an equivalence. Thus
we see that O-monoidal quasi-categories are also classified by O-algebra objects in Cat×∞.
Let K be a quasi-category, O⊗ an ∞-operad, and C ⊗
p
−→ O⊗ × K a coCartesian fibration. Then it
is classified by a map K
cp
−→ Fun(O⊗,Cat∞). By construction, the map cp maps into MonO Cat∞ ⊆
Fun(O⊗,Cat∞) if and only if p is a coCartesian K-family of O-monoidal categories, that is
(1) in addition to p being a coCartesian fibration,
(2) for all k ∈ K, the fibre C ⊗
k
pk
−→ O⊗ is an O-monoidal quasi-category.
We let CatMon∞ =MonAssoc Cat∞. It classifies coCartesian families of monoidal quasi-categories.
3.3. Families of associative algebra objects. Let K be a quasi-category, and C ⊗
p
−→ Assoc⊗ ×K a
coCartesian family of monoidal quasi-categories classified. Then a section A of p is a family of
associative algebra objects of p, if for every k ∈ K, the fibre Ak is an associative algebra object of the
monoidal quasi-category pk, i.e a morphism of∞-operads.
Notation 3.1. Let X
q
−→ B × C be a map of simplicial sets. Then the simplicial set of partial sections of
q over C is the simplicial sets ΓC(q) over C defined by letting for a map of simplicial sets L→ C:
HomC(L, ΓC(q)) = HomB×C(B × L,X).
Sometimes we will let ΓC(X) = ΓC(q).
Remark 3.2. 1) Note that we have an adjunction
(Set∆)/C
B×
--
⊥ (Set∆)/(B×C)
ΓC
mm .
2) In case C = ∗, we get the absolute section object Γ∗X = ΓX.
Let AlgC ⊆ ΓKC
⊗ be the full subcategory on associative algebra objects.Then by construction
AlgC classifies associative algebra objects in p. The map AlgC → K is a coCartesian fibration
[Lur16, Lemma 4.8.3.13. 1)].
Now we want to classify pairs (C ⊗,A) where C ⊗ is a monoidal quasi-category, and A is an
associative algebraobject inC ⊗. Note that the identitymapofMonAssoc Cat∞ classifies theuniversal
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coCartesian family of monoidal quasi-categories M˜onAssoc Cat∞
p0
−→ Assoc⊗ ×Cat∞. Therefore, we
have a strict fibre product diagram of simplicial sets
C ⊗ M˜onAssoc Cat∞
Assoc⊗ ×K Assoc⊗ ×MonAssoc Cat∞ .
yp p0
id×cp
It follows that, sections A of p correspond to maps
Assoc⊗ ×K → M˜onAssoc Cat∞ over Assoc
⊗ ×MonAssoc Cat∞ .
A map Assoc⊗ ×K
A′
−→ M˜onAssoc Cat∞ corresponds to a map K
A′′
−−→ Fun(Assoc⊗, M˜onAssoc Cat∞).
The map A′ is over Assoc⊗ ×MonAssoc Cat∞ if and only if the postcomposite of A
′′ with
Fun(Assoc⊗, M˜onAssoc Cat∞)
p0◦
−−→ Fun(Assoc⊗,Assoc⊗ ×MonAssoc Cat∞)
factors through the product of partially constant maps
MonAssoc Cat∞
c′({D⊗})=(idAssoc⊗ ,const{D⊗})
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Fun(Assoc⊗,Assoc⊗ ×MonAssoc Cat∞).
Therefore, pairs (C ⊗,A) of coCartesian families of monoidal quasi-categories and a section are
classified by the strict fibre product of simplicial sets
C˜at
Alg
∞
Fun(Assoc⊗, M˜onAssoc Cat∞)
MonAssoc Cat∞ Fun(Assoc
⊗,Assoc⊗ ×MonAssoc Cat∞).
y p0◦
c′
Most importantly, pairs (C ⊗,A) of coCartesian families of monoidal quasi-categories and families
of associative algebra objects are classified by the full subcategory Cat
Alg
∞ ⊆ C˜at
Alg
∞ on pairs (C
⊗,A)
of monoidal quasi-categories and associative algebra objects.
3.4. Compatibility with colimits. Let K, L be simplicial sets, and C ⊗
p
−→ Assoc⊗ ×K a coCartesian
family of monoidal quasi-categories. Then we say that p is compatible with L-indexed colimits, if the
following conditions are satisfied.
(1) Let k ∈ K be a vertex. Then the fibre monoidal quasi-category C ⊗
pk
−→ Assoc⊗ commutes
with L-indexed colimits. That is,
(a) the underlying quasi-category Ck has L-indexed colimits, and
(b) the tensor product functor Ck × Ck → Ck commutes with L-indexed colimits compo-
nentwise.
(2) Let k
e
−→ k′ be an edge in K. Then the induced functor on the underlying quasi-categories
Ck → Ck′ commutes with L-indexed colimits.
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Let L be a collection of simplicial sets. Then we say that p commutes with L -indexed colimits, if for
all L ∈ L , p commutes with L-indexed colimits.
Let K
cp
−→ MonAssoc Cat∞ classify p. Then we have the following.
(1) For a vertex k ∈ K, the fibreC ⊗
k
pk
−→ Assoc⊗ is equivalent to the pullback of M˜onAssoc Cat∞
p0
−→
Assoc⊗ ×MonAssoc Cat∞ along the composite
Assoc⊗ ×{k} ֒→ Assoc⊗ ×K
id×cp
−−−−→ Assoc⊗ ×MonAssoc Cat∞ .
(2) For an edge k
e
−→ k′ in K, the induced map Ck → Ck′ on the underlying quasi-categories,
as an edge ∆1
e∗
−→ Cat∞, classifies the pullback of C
⊗
p
−→ Assoc⊗ ×K along the inclusion
∆{a} × ∆e → Assoc⊗ ×K. Therefore, the functor e∗ is naturally equivalent to the composite
∆
e ֒→ K
cp
−→MonAssoc Cat∞
◦(∆{〈1〉} →֒Assoc⊗)
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Cat∞ .
This shows the following for a collection of simplicial sets L .
(1) Let CatMon∞ (L ) =Mon
L
Assoc Cat∞ ⊆MonAssoc Cat∞ be the largest subcategory with
(a) vertices classifying monoidal quasi-categories compatible with L -indexed colimits,
and
(b) edges classifying monoidal functors C ⊗ → D⊗ such that the restriction C → D to
underlying quasi-categories commutes with L -indexed colimits.
Then MonLAssoc Cat∞ classifies families of monoidal quasi-categories compatible with L -
indexed colimits.
(2) Let
M˜on
L
Assoc Cat∞ =Mon
L
Assoc Cat∞

MonAssoc Cat∞
M˜onAssoc Cat∞ .
Then theprojectionmapM˜on
L
Assoc Cat∞ → Mon
L
Assoc Cat∞ is theuniversal family ofmonoidal
quasi-categories compatible with L -indexed colimits, that is it is classified by the identity
map of MonLAssoc Cat∞.
(3) Let
Cat
Alg
∞ (L ) = Cat
Alg
∞

CatMon∞
CatMon∞ (L ).
Then it classifies pairs (C ⊗,A) of families of monoidal quasi-categories compatible with
L -indexed colimits, and families of associative algebras on them.
3.5. Families of left-tensored quasi-categories. As in the case of monoidal quasi-categories, we
can define and classify families of left tensored quasi-categories. Let K be a simplicial set. Then a
coCartesian family of left-tensored quasi-categories over K is a
(1) coCartesian fibration M ⊗
q
−→ LM⊗ ×K such that
(2) for all k ∈ K, the fibre M ⊗
k
qk
−→ LM⊗ is a left-tensored quasi-category.
Note that the restriction
M
⊗
a := M
⊗

LM⊗
Assoc⊗
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is a coCartesian family of monoidal quasi-categories. We say that M ⊗ is a coCartesian family of
quasi-categories over K left-tensored over M ⊗a .
Let L be a collection of simplicial sets. Then we say that q commutes with L -indexed colimits, if
(1) for each k ∈ K, the fibre left-tensored quasi-category M ⊗
k
qk
−→ LM⊗ commutes with L -
indexed colimits, that is
(a) the underlying quasi-categories Mm and Ma admit L -indexed colimits, and
(b) the tensor productMa×Ma → Ma and left action Ma ×Mm → Mm functors commute
with L -indexed colimits, and
(2) for each edge k
e
−→ k′ in K, the induced maps on underlying quasi-categories Mk,m → Mk′,m
and Mk,a → Mk′,a commute with L -indexed colimits.
Just as in the case of monoidal quasi-categories, left-tensored quasi-categories are classified by
CatMod∞ :=MonLMCat∞,
and left-tensored quasi-categories compatible withL -indexed colimits are classified by the largest
subcategory CatL∞ =Mon
L
LMCat∞ ⊆MonLMCat∞ such that
(1) its vertices classify left-tensored quasi-categories compatible withL -indexed colimits, and
(2) its edges classify equivariant functors M ⊗
f
−→ N ⊗ such that the restrictions to the underly-
ing quasi-categories M ⊗m
fm
−→ M ⊗m and M
⊗
a
fa
−→ N ⊗a .
3.6. Families of right module objects. LetK be a simplicial set, andM ⊗
q
−→ RM⊗ ×K a coCartesian
family of right-tensored quasi-categories. Then a section RM⊗ ×K
M
−→ M ⊗ is a family of right module
objects, if for each k ∈ K, the restriction RM⊗
Mk
−−→ M ⊗
k
is a right module object of qk.
To classify right module objets in M ⊗ we can apply the same construction as in the case
of associative algebra objects (3.3): we let RModM ⊆ ΓK(q) be the full subcategory on right
module objects. Then the induced map RMod(M ) → K is a coCartesian fibration [Lur16, Lemma
4.8.3.13. 3)].
Let C ⊗
q′
−→ Assoc⊗ ×K denote the restriction q|Assoc⊗ ×K. Then we get a restriction map
RModM
r
−→ AlgC .
In case q commutes with N(∆op)-indexed colimits, the map r is a coCartesian fibration [Lur16,
Lemma 4.8.3.15].
Let Assoc⊗ ×K
A
−→ C ⊗ be an associative algebra object. Then a family of right A-modules is a
family of right modules M such that M|(Assoc⊗ ×K) = A. Therefore, families of right A-modules
are classified by
RModA Mm =ModA Mm = RModM

AlgC
K
where K → AlgC is the map classifying A. Note that by construction the projection map
RModA Mm → K is a coCartesian fibration.
Let C ⊗
q
−→ Assoc⊗ ×K be a coCartesian family of monoidal quasi-categories compatible with
N(∆op)-indexed colimits, and Assoc⊗ ×K
A
−→ C ⊗ be a family of associative algebra objects. Nowwe
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will relativize the construction of 2.16 to give the coCartesian family RModA C of right A-module
objects in q a left-tensored structure over q. Let Pr0 denote the composite LM
⊗ ×RM⊗
Pr
−→ BM⊗
U
−→
Assoc⊗ where U is the forgetful functor. Then we can take the commutative diagram with strict
Cartesian squares
C¯
⊗
a
Assoc⊗ ×LM⊗ ×K
C¯ ⊗
RM⊗ ×LM⊗ ×K
C ⊗
Assoc⊗ ×K.
q¯a q¯ qA¯
Pr0
A
With this, we can let
RModA(C )
⊗
= RModA¯ C¯ .
Since we assumed that q commutes with N(∆op)-indexed colimits, so does q¯, and therefore
RModA(C )
⊗
p
−→ LM⊗ ×K is a coCartesian fibration. Note that for k ∈ K, the fibre RModA(C )
⊗
k
=
RModAk(Ck)
⊗ where the latter is the left-tensored quasi-category of right Ak-modules as defined
in (2.16). Therefore, the map p is a coCartesian family of right-tensored quasi-categories. Let
C˜ ⊗
p
−→a Assoc
⊗ ×K denote the pullback p|(Assoc⊗ ×K). Then the inclusion {m} → RM⊗ induces a
morphism C˜ ⊗ → C ⊗ of coCartesian fibrations over Assoc⊗ ×K. Since its fibre over each k ∈ K is a
trivial Kan fibration (2.16), it is a categorical equivalence.
3.7. The Morita functor. Note that this construction is natural in K. That is, let K′
f
−→ K be a
morphism of simplicial sets. Then we have
RModA| f (C | f )
⊗
= RModA(C )
⊗|(idLM⊗ × f ).
In particular, we can give these left-tensored quasi-categories of right module objects as pullbacks
along the classifyingmaps of algebras of the universal left-tensoredquasi-category of rightmodule
objects. More precisely, let L be a collection of simplicial sets containing N(∆op), and recall (3.3)
that
Cat
Alg
∞ (L ) ⊆Mon
L
Assoc⊗
Cat∞

Fun(Assoc⊗,Assoc⊗ ×MonLAssoc Cat∞)
Fun(Assoc⊗, M˜on
L
Assoc Cat∞).
Therefore, it admits maps Cat
Alg
∞ (L )
π1
−→Mon⊗Assoc(L ) and Cat
Alg
∞ (L )×Assoc
⊗ π2−→ M˜on
L
Assoc Cat∞
induced by the projectionmaps. Using these, we can construct the universal pair (C˜at
Alg
∞ (L ),A
L
univ
)
of a coCartesian family of monoidal quasi-categories compatible with L -indexed colimits, and an
associative algebra object in it, as given in the commutative diagram with strict Cartesian square
C˜at
Alg
∞ (L ) M˜on
L
Assoc Cat∞
Cat
Alg
∞ (L ) ×Assoc
⊗ MonLAssoc Cat∞ ×Assoc
⊗ .
AL
univ
π2
π1 × id
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Now we can form the universal coCartesian family
RModAL
univ
(C˜at
Alg
∞ (L ))
⊗ → LM⊗ ×Cat
Alg
∞ (L )
of left-tensored quasi-categories of right module objects compatible with L -indexed colimits. It is
classified by theMorita functor
Cat
Alg
∞ (L )
Θ
−→MonLLMCat∞ .
The reason we call this the Morita functor is the following. Let K be a simplicial set, C ⊗
q
−→
Assoc⊗ ×K a coCartesian family ofmonoidal quasi-categories compatiblewithL , andAssoc⊗ ×K
A
−→
C ⊗ an associative algebra object. Then the pair (q,A) is classified by amap K
cq,A
−−→ Cat
Alg
∞ (L ). Since
as we said above, the formation of the coCartesian family of left-tensored quasi-categories of right
module objects is natural, we get a diagram of homotopy Cartesian squares
RModA(C )
⊗
LM⊗ ×K
RModAL
univ
(C˜at
Alg
∞ (L ))
⊗
LM⊗ ×Cat
Alg
∞ (L )
M˜on
L
LMCat∞
LM⊗ ×MonLLMCat∞ .
id×cq,A id×Θ
That is, the composite K
cq,A
−−→ Cat
Alg
∞ (L )
Θ
−→ MonLLMCat∞ classifies RModA(C )
⊗. In other words,
we have
Θ(C ⊗,A) = RModA(C )
⊗
As we have seen (3.6), we have a canonical equivalence RModA(C )
⊗|Assoc⊗ ×K → C ⊗ of coCarte-
sian families of monoidal quasi-categories. Therefore, we get a homotopy commutative diagram
of quasi-categories
Cat
Alg
∞ (L ) Cat
Mod
∞ (L )
CatMon∞ (L ).
Θ
φ ψ
It can be shown that [Lur16, Proposition 4.8.5.1]
(1) the forgetful maps φ and ψ are coCartesian fibrations, and
(2) the Morita functor Θ carries φ-coCartesian edges to ψ-coCartesian edges.
3.8. The endomorphism algebra functor. Since wewould like to studyAzumaya algebra objects,
we need an endomorphism algebra functor E 7→ EndE. As we will want this in the form of
a morphism of stacks, we need a construction natural in the choice of the left-tensored quasi-
category (in our main application, these will be the dg-categories of cochain complexes over
schemes). Therefore, in the first place, we need a classifying object for triples (C ⊗,M ,M), where
C ⊗ is a monoidal quasi-category, M ⊗ is a quasi-category left-tensored over C , andM ∈ M .
Let L be a collection of simplicial sets containing N(∆op). Let S (L ) ⊆ S denote the smallest
subcategory containing ∆0, which has L -indexed colimits. As in S finite products commute with
small colimits, the subcategory S (L ) has finite products. Therefore, we can equip it with the
Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure S (L )× (3.1). In particular, we have the trivial algebra
1 ∈ AlgS (L ) on∆0. One can show that (S (L )×, 1) ∈ Cat
Alg
∞ (L ) is an initial object [Lur16, Lemma
4.8.5.3].
We let M = Θ(S (L )×, 1) ∈ CatMod∞ (L ). Let M
⊗ be a left-tensored quasi-category compatible
with L -indexed colimits. Then the restriction map
MapCatMod∞ (L )
(M,M ⊗)
F 7→F(∆0)
−−−−−−→ M ≃
is a trivialKanfibration [Lur16, Remark 4.8.5.4]. Therefore, objects in theundercategoryCatMod∞ (L )M/
correspond to triples (C ⊗,M ⊗,M) of a monoidal quasi-category C ⊗ compatible with L -indexed
colimits, a quasi-category M ⊗ left-tensored over C compatible with L -indexed colimits, and an
objectM ∈ M , as required.
Since (S (L )×, 1) ∈ Cat
Alg
∞ (L ) is an initial object, the forgetful functor Cat
Alg
∞ (L )(S (L )×,1)/
U
−→
Cat
Alg
∞ (L ) is a trivial Kan fibration. Therefore, we can let Cat
Alg
∞ (L )
Θ∗
−→ CatMod∞ (L )M/ denote the
composite
Cat
Alg
∞ (L )
U
←−
≃
Cat
Alg
∞ (L )(S (L )×,1)/
Θ(S (L )×,1)/
−−−−−−−−→ CatMod∞ (L )M/.
Informally, it carries (C ⊗,A) ∈ Cat
Alg
∞ (L ) to (C
⊗,RModA C ,AA) ∈ Cat
Mod
∞ (L )M/. One can show
that the functor Θ∗ is fully faithful [Lur16, Theorem 4.8.5.5].
Then endomorphism functor will be a right adjoint to Θ∗. To get it, we will need to assume
that the underlying quasi-categories we’re dealing with are presentable. Let Ĉat∞ denote the
quasi-category of big quasi-categories. Then we can use the same constructions as above to get
classifying objects for higher algebraic structures with big underlying quasi-categories. We let L
denote the collection of all small simplicial sets. We let
(1) PrMon ⊆ Ĉat
Mon
∞ (L ) denote the full subcategory on monoidal quasi-categories with pre-
sentable underlying quasi-category,
(2) PrAlg = Ĉat
Alg
∞ (L )

Ĉat
Mon
∞ (L )
PrMon, and
(3) PrMod ⊆ Ĉat
Mod
∞ (L ) the full subcategory on presentable quasi-categories left-tensored over
a presentable monoidal quasi-category.
Then the Morita functor Ĉat
Alg
∞
Θˆ
−→ Ĉat
Mod
∞ restricts to a functor Pr
Alg Θˆ−→ PrMod [Lur16, Corollary
4.2.3.7]. We also get the pointed version PrAlg
Θˆ∗
−→ PrMod
M/ the same way. One can show that this
functor Θˆ∗ is fully faithful, and it admits a right adjoint [Lur16, Theorem4.8.5.11]. The right adjoint
maps (C ⊗,M ⊗,M) ∈ PrMod to (C ⊗,EndM M) ∈ Pr
Alg.
3.9. Tensor products of quasi-categories. LetO⊗ be an∞-operad, andK a collection of simplicial
sets. To finish, let us discuss another way to classify coCartesian families of O-monoidal quasi-
categories compatible with K -indexed colimits, which will be useful when we study descent in
the next section.
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In §3.1, we have seen that the quasi-category of quasi-categories Cat∞ can be equipped with the
Cartesian symmetric monoidal structure, using which we can take the quasi-category of monoid
objects MonO Cat∞, and that
(1) by straightening-unstraightening classifies coCartesian families ofO-monoidal quasi-categories,
and
(2) is equipped with an equivalence MonO Cat∞ → AlgO Cat∞.
Then we have seen in §3.4-3.5 that the 2-full subcategory MonK
O
Cat∞ on objects classifying O-
monoidal quasi-categories compatible withK -indexed colimits and edges classifying morphisms
of O-monoidal quasi-categories compatible with K -indexed colimits by construction classifies
coCartesian families of O-monoidal quasi-categories compatible with K -indexed colimits.
The alternative approach for the latterwhichwewill nowexplain is to equip the full subcategory
Cat∞(K ) ⊆ Cat∞ on quasi-categories with K -indexed colimits with a symmetric monoidal struc-
ture so that the equivalence Alg
O
Cat∞ → MonO Cat∞ restricts to an equivalence AlgO Cat∞(K )→
MonK
O
Cat∞.
First of all, consider the following explicit construction Cat⊗∞ of the Cartesian symmetric
monoidal structure on Cat∞:
(1) An object over 〈n〉 ∈ Fin∗ is an n-tuple [X1, . . . ,Xn] of quasi-categories.
(2) A morphism [X1, . . . ,Xn] → [Y1, . . . ,Ym] over a morphism 〈n〉
α
−→ 〈m〉 is a collection of
morphisms of quasi-categories
∏
i:α(i)= j Xi
η j
−→ Y j for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Let P be the collection of all small simplicial sets partially ordered by inclusion. Then we let
M ⊆ Cat⊗∞ ×N(P) be the 2-full subcategory on
(1) pairs ([X1, . . . ,Xn],K ) such that Xi has K -indexed colimits for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
(2) morphisms ([X1, . . . ,Xn],K )
{η j}
−−→ ([Y1, . . . ,Ym],K
′) such that
∏
i:α(i)= jXi
η j
−→ Y j is compati-
ble with K -indexed colimits for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Then one can show that the map M → N(Fin∗) × N(P) is a coCartesian fibration of symmetric
monoidal quasi-categories [Lur16, Proposition 4.8.1.3]. For a collection of simplicial sets K , we
let Cat∞(K )
⊗ = M

N(P){K }. Then one can show that the inclusion map Cat∞(K )
⊗ → Cat⊗∞ is a
lax monoidal functor [Lur16, Proposition 4.8.1.4]. This implies that the equivalence Alg
O
Cat∞ →
MonO Cat∞ restricts to an equivalence AlgO Cat∞(K )→ Mon
K
O
Cat∞.
In particular, letK denote the collection of all small simplicial sets. Thenwe have the symmetric
monoidal quasi-category of big quasi-categories compatible with all small colimits Ĉat∞(K )
⊗.
One can show that the full subcategory PrL ⊆ Ĉat∞(K ) is closed under tensor product [Lur16,
Proposition 4.8.1.15]. Therefore, the inclusion PrL → Ĉat∞(K ) can be lifted to a symmetric
monoidal functor (PrL)⊗ → Ĉat∞(K )
⊗. This in turn gives the equivalence Alg
O
PrL → MonO Pr
L
we wanted.
4. Homotopical Skolem–Noether theorem
4.1. Descent for presentable left-tensored quasi-categories with descent.
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Notation 4.1. Let K denote a quasi-category equipped with a Grothendieck topology τ [Lur09,
§6.2.2].
Let C ⊗
q
−→ Assoc⊗ ×Kop be a coCartesian family of presentable monoidal quasi-categories. Then
it is classified by a map Kop
cC
−−→ PrMon. In our main example, the site K is the fppf site over a
scheme, and C ⊗ is the family ofmonoidal quasi-categories of cochain complexes of quasi-coherent
sheaves.
Let AlgC = PrAlg

PrMon K
op. In our main example, it classifies derived associative algebras
over cochain complexes of quasi-coherent sheaves.
Let LTensC = PrMod

PrMon K
op. In our main example, it classifies presentable quasi-categories
left-tensored over a monoidal quasi-category of cochain complexes of quasi-coherent sheaves.
That is, it classifies lax dg-categories.
Let LTens∗ C = Pr
Mod
M/

PrMon K
op. Let LTensdgen C ⊆ LTens∗ C denote the full subcategory on
triples (U,M ,M) of an object U ∈ K, a quasi-category M left-tensored over C (U), and an object
M ∈ M such thatM is a dualizable generator in M .
Let op LTensC
qop
−−→ K denote the structure map. Let U
f
−→ X be a τ-covering in K. Let ∆
op
+
U¯•
−−→ K
denote its Cˇech nerve [Lur09, below Proposition 6.1.2.11]. Then op LTensC has descent along f , if
the restriction map
ΓCart(U¯•,
op LTensC )
rCart
−−−→ ΓCart(U•,
op LTensC )
is an equivalence of quasi-categories. This will not hold in general. But we can select a full
subcategory op LTensdesc C ⊆ op LTensC of presentable quasi-categories left-tensored over C with
τ-descent, and we can show that
(1) the restriction op LTensdesc C → K is a biCartesian fibration which satisfies τ-descent, and
(2) it has all the objects needed for Morita theory: for all U ∈ K and A ∈ AlgCU, the right
module quasi-category ModA has τ-descent.
First of all, consider the restriction map on the section quasi-categories
Γ(U¯•,
op LTensC )
r
−→ Γ(U•,
op LTensC ).
Suppose that every section∆op
k
−→ op LTensC has a qop-colimit ∆
op
+
k¯
−→ op LTensC . Then r has a fully
faithful left adjoint, which takes k to k¯ [Lur09, Corollary 4.3.2.16 and Proposition 4.3.2.17].
Proposition 4.2. Let K be a quasi-category, C ⊗ → Kop × Assoc⊗ a coCartesian family of presentable
monoidal quasi-categories, and L a simplicial set. Then the family LTensC
q
−→ Kop of presentable quasi-
categories left-tensored over C has all L-indexed q-limits.
Corollary 4.3. Over any diagram L⊳ → Kop, the restriction map
Γ(L⊳,LTensC )
r
−→ Γ(L,LTensC )
admits a fully faithful right adjoint.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. It is enough to show [Lur09, Corollary 4.3.1.11] that
(1) for all U ∈ K, the fibre LTensC (U) has L-indexed limits, and
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(2) for all maps U → V in Kop, the restriction map LTensC (V)
M 7→C (U)M
−−−−−−−−→ op LTensC (U)
preserves L-indexed limits.
We have LTensC (U) ≃ LModC (U) Pr
L [Lur09, Remark 4.8.3.6]. As PrL admits all limits [Lur09,
Proposition 5.5.3.13], the quasi-category LModC (U) Pr
L also has limits [Lur16, Corollary 4.2.3.3],
which shows (1).
SincePrMod
ψ
−→ PrMon is biCartesianbyLemma4.4, the restrictionmapLTensC (V)→ LTensC (U)
admits a left adjoint [Lur09, Corollary 5.2.2.5], and thus it preserves limits [Lur09, Proposition
5.2.3.5], which shows (2).

Lemma 4.4. The universal family PrMod
ψ
−→ PrMon of presentable left-tensored quasi-categories is biCarte-
sian.
Proof. LetL denote the collection of all small simplicial sets. Then the forgetfulmap Ĉat
Mod
∞ (L )
ψˆ
−→
Ĉat
Alg
∞ (L ) is both Cartesian [Lur16, Corollary 4.2.3.2] and coCartesian [Lur16, Proposition 4.8.5.1].
Take a morphism D
f
−→ D ′ in PrAlg, M ∈ LModD Pr
L, and M ′ ∈ LModD ′ Pr
L. The ψˆ-Cartesian
edge M ′ → DM
′ is an equivalence on the underlying quasi-categories [Lur09, Corollary 4.2.3.2],
therefore DM
′ has a presentable underlying quasi-category, and thus is an object of LModD Pr
L.
By Lemma 4.5, the base change D ′ ⊗D M is also presentable.

Lemma 4.5. Let D⊗ → (D ′)⊗ be a morphism of presentable monoidal quasi-categories. Let M ⊗ be a
presentable quasi-category left-tensored over D⊗. Then the base change D ′ ⊗D M is also presentable.
Proof. On the underlying quasi-categories, the ψˆ-coCartesian edgeM → D ′⊗D M can be given by
the bar construction, which is a colimit diagram [Lur16, Theorem 4.4.2.8]. Since PrL has colimits
and the inclusion PrL → Ĉat∞ preserves colimits [Lur09, Theorem 5.5.3.18], the base change
D ′ ⊗D M has presentable underlying quasi-category too.

Corollary 4.6. Over any diagram L⊳ → Kop, the restriction map on the coCartesian section quasi-categories
ΓcoCart(L
⊳,LTensC )
rcoCart
−−−−→ ΓcoCart(L,LTensC ).
admits a fully faithful right adjoint.
Proof. Let us denote Γ¯coC = ΓcoCart(L
⊳,LTensC ), ΓcoC = ΓcoCart(L,LTensC ), Γ¯ = Γ(L
⊳,LTensC ) and
Γ = Γ(L,LTensC ). Then the inclusions ΓcoC
i
−→ Γ resp. Γ¯coC
i¯
−→ Γ¯ admit right adjoints Γ
R
−→ ΓcoC
resp. Γ¯
R¯
−→ Γ¯coC [Lur09, Lemma 5.5.3.16]. Let us denote the right adjoint to the restriction map by
Γ
lim
−−→ Γ¯. We claim that the composite ΓcoC ⊆ Γ
lim
−−→ Γ¯
R¯
−→ is shown to be the right adjoint to rcoC by
the composite M
u
−→ M¯
R¯u
−−→ R¯ lim rM , where the two u denote unit maps for the adjunctions (i¯, R¯)
resp. (r, lim) applied to M ∈ Γ¯coC. The claim can be checked on the commutative diagram
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Map
ΓcoC
(rM ,N ) Map
Γ
(rM ,N ) Map
Γ¯
(M , limN ) Map
Γ¯coC
(M , R¯ limN )
Map
Γ¯
(lim rM , limN ) Map
Γ¯coC
(R¯M , R¯ limN )
Map
Γ¯coC
(R¯ lim rM , R¯ limN ),
i
≃
lim
≃
R¯
◦u
◦R¯u
R¯
≃
◦u
where N ∈ ΓcoC.

Notation 4.7. Recall that the restriction to U−1 = X-map ΓcoCart(U¯
op
• ,LTensC ) → LTensC (X) is an
equivalence of quasi-categories [DZs18, Lemma 2.5]. Take M• ∈ ΓcoCart(U
op
• ,LTensC ). We denote
its image by the right adjoint by limM• ∈ LTensC (X).
If we start out from M ∈ LTensC (X), then we denote its image by the right adjoint by
C (U
op
• ) ⊗C (X) M . Note that we get a unit map
M → lim(C (U
op
• ) ⊗C (X) M ).
Definition 4.8. Let K be a quasi-category equipped with a Grothendieck topology τ and C ⊗ →
Kop ×Assoc⊗ a coCartesian fibration of presentable monoidal quasi-categories. Let LTensC
q
−→ Kop
be the corresponding family of presentable quasi-categories left-tensored over C ⊗. We say that
base changes in q commute with τ-descent data if for the Cˇech nerve∆op
U•
−−→ K of a τ-covering, a q-limit
diagram M¯• ∈ ΓcoC(U
op
• ,LTensC ) and a map V → U¯−1 in K, the base change C (V) ⊗C (U¯−1) M¯• is
also a q-limit diagram.
We say that the family C ⊗ has τ-descent if the following conditions hold:
(1) The underlying Cartesian fibration opC
p
−→ K has τ-descent.
(2) Base changes in q commute with τ-descent data.
LetT ∈ K be an object andM ∈ LTensC (T) a presentable quasi-category left-tensored overC (T).
We say that M has τ-descent, if for all τ-coverings U
f
−→ X over T in K, letting ∆
op
+
U¯•
−→ K denote the
Cˇech nerve of f , the canonical map
C (X) ⊗C (T) M → lim(C (U
op
• ) ⊗C (X) M )
is an equivalence. We denote by LTensdesc C ⊆ LTensC the full subcategory on pairs (T,M ) of
objects T ∈ K and presentable quasi-categories M left-tensored over C (T) with τ-descent.
Proposition 4.9. Let K be a quasi-category equipped with a Grothendieck topology τ and C ⊗ → Kop ×
Assoc⊗ a coCartesian fibration of presentable monoidal quasi-categories. Suppose that the underlying
Cartesian fibration opC
p
−→ K has τ-descent. Then the following assertions hold:
(1) Suppose that for all morphisms V → U in K, the bimodule C (V) ∈ C (V)ModC (U) is left dualizable.
Then base changes in q commute with τ-descent data.
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(2) Suppose that base changes in q commute with τ-descent data. Let T ∈ K be an object and M ∈
LTensC (T) a presentable quasi-category left-tensored over C (T). Suppose that M ∈ LTensC (T)
is left dualizable. Then M has τ-descent.
Proof. (1) Since opC → K has τ-descent and U¯• is the Cˇech nerve of a τ-covering, the diagram
∆+
C ⊗(U¯•)
−−−−−→ PrMon is a limit diagram. Therefore, the base change C (V) ⊗C (U¯−1) M¯• is a q-limit
diagram if and only if it is a limit diagram. Since C (V) ∈ C (V)ModC (U) is left dualizable, the
functor LTensC (U)
C (V)⊗C (U)
−−−−−−−−→ LTensC (V) has a left adjoint and thus commutes with small limits
[Lur16, Proposition 4.6.2.1].
(2) Let∆
op
+
U¯•
−−→ K be the Cˇech nerve of a τ-covering over T. We need to show that the augmented
simplicial diagramC (U¯•)⊗C (T)M is a q-limit. Since p is a τ-stack, the augmented simplicial diagram
C (U¯•) of presentable monoidal quasi-categories is a limit diagram. Therefore, it is enough to show
that C (U¯•) ⊗C (T) M is a limit diagram. This follows from that M ∈ LTensC (T) is left dualizable.

Corollary 4.10. LetK be a quasi-category equippedwith aGrothendieck topologyτ andC ⊗ → Kop×Assoc⊗
a coCartesian fibration of presentable monoidal quasi-categories. Suppose that the following assertions hold:
(1) The underlying Cartesian fibration opC
p
−→ K has τ-descent.
(2) For all objects U ∈ K, the presentable monoidal quasi-category C (U) ∈ Alg(PrL) has dualizable
underlying presentable quasi-category.
Then base changes in q commute with τ-descent data.
Proof. This follows from the more general result Lemma 4.11

Lemma4.11. LetA ∈ AlgC be an algebra object in amonoidal quasi-category. Suppose that the underlying
object A ∈ C has left duality data
Aˇ ⊗ A
e
−→ 1, 1
c
−→ A ⊗ Aˇ.
Then the object A ∈ AModC has left duality data
(Aˇ ⊗ A) ⊗A A
≃
−→ Aˇ ⊗ A
e
−→ 1, A
c⊗idA
−−−−→ A ⊗ Aˇ ⊗ A.
Proof. This can be checked directly.

Theorem 4.12. Let K be a quasi-category equipped with a Grothendieck topology τ. Let C ⊗ → Kop ×
Assoc⊗ be a coCartesian family of presentable monoidal quasi-categories with τ-descent. Then the following
assertions hold.
(1) The family op LTensdesc C → K of presentable quasi-categories left-tensored over C with τ-descent
is a τ-stack.
(2) For any object T ∈ K and associative algebra A ∈ AlgC (T), the quasi-category ModA C (T)
left-tensored over C (T) of right A-modules in C (T) has τ-descent.
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Proof. (1) Let ∆
op
+
U¯•
−−→ K be the Cˇech nerve of a τ-covering. We need to show that the restriction
map
ΓcoC(U¯
op
• ,LTens
desc
C )
rdesc
−−−→ ΓcoC(U
op
• ,LTens
desc
C )
is an equivalence. By Corollary 4.6, the restriction map on coCartesian sections
ΓcoC(U¯
op
• ,LTensC )
rcoC
−−→ ΓcoC(U
op
• ,LTensC )
has a fully faithful right adjoint limcoC. By Lemma 4.13, this map restricts to a fully faithful
right adjoint of rdesc. In other words, for any descent diagram M• ∈ ΓcoC(U
op
• ,LTens
desc
C ), the
counit map rdesc limcoC M• → M• is an equivalence. Let ¯N• ∈ ΓcoC(U¯
op
• ,LTens
desc
C ) be an effective
descent diagram. Since ¯N−1 is a presentable quasi-category left-tensoredoverC (U¯−1)with descent,
by definition the unit map ¯N• → limcoC r
desc ¯N• is an equivalence too. This shows that r
desc is an
equivalence of quasi-categories, as claimed.
(2) The presentable quasi-category ModA C (T) left-tensored over C (T) has a left dual [Lur16,
Remark 4.8.4.8]. Therefore it has τ-descent by Proposition 4.9 (2).

Lemma 4.13. Let M• ∈ ΓcoC(U
op
• ,LTens
desc
C ) be a descent diagram of presentable quasi-categories
left-tensored over C with descent. Then its q-limit M¯ ∈ LTensC (U¯−1) also has descent.
Proof. Let’s consider the entire q-limit diagram M¯• ∈ ΓcoC(U¯
op
• ,LTensC ). Let X = U¯−1. Let
∆
op
+
V¯•
−→ K be the Cˇech nerve of a τ-covering with V¯−1 = X. We need to show that the unit map
M¯−1 → lim
n≥0
C (Vn) ⊗C (X) M¯−1
is an equivalence. For m, n ≥ −1, let W¯mn = Um ×X Vn ∈ K, M¯mn = C (W¯mn) ⊗C (X) M¯−1, let
M¯−1
uh
−1
−−→ lim
m≥0
M¯m,−1 and M¯−1
uv
−1
−−→ lim
n≥0
M¯−1,n
denote unit maps, and let
uhn = C (V¯n) ⊗C (X) u
h
−1 and u
v
m = C (U¯m) ⊗C (X) u
v
−1.
Then we have the commutative diagram
M¯−1
limn≥0 M¯−1,n
limm≥0 M¯m,−1
limm,n≥0 M¯mn.
uh
−1
uv
−1
limn≥0 u
h
n
limm≥0 u
v
m

Since M¯• is a limit diagram, u
h
−1
is an equivalence. Since M¯m,−1 = Mm has descent for m ≥ 0,
limm≥0 u
v
m is an equivalence. Since u
h
−1
is an equivalence, for n ≥ 0, as base changes in q commute
with τ-descent data, the map uhn is also an equivalence. Therefore, limn≥0 u
h
n is an equivalence. All
this implies that uv
−1
is an equivalence, which is what we needed to prove.
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Corollary 4.14. The co-family op LTensdesc∗ (C ) of pointed left-tensored quasi-categories with descent sat-
isfies τ-descent too.
Proof. During this proof, wewill use the alternative join [Lur09, §4.2.1] toworkwith the classifying
object (PrMod)M/ and thus the subobject LTens∗desc C on pointed left-tensored quasi-categories with
descent of its pullback LTens∗ C along Kop
cC
−−→ PrMon. Let ∆+
U+•
−−→ K be the Cˇech nerve of a
τ-covering. We claim that the restriction map
ΓCart(U
+
• ,
op LTens∗desc C )
r∗
−→ ΓCart(U•,
op LTens∗desc C )
is a trivial fibration. Let K′′ ⊂ K′ be an inclusion of simplicial sets. The lifting problem
K′′
∩
K′
ΓCart(U
+
• ,
op LTens∗desc C )
ΓCart(U•,
op LTens∗desc C )
r∗
is equivalent to the lifting problem
(K′′ × ∆1) ∪ (K′ × ∆{0})
∩
K′ × ∆1
ΓCart(U
+
• ,
op LTensdesc C )
ΓCart(U•,
op LTensdesc C ),
r
which has a solution as op LModC has τ-descent, and thus r is a trivial fibration. This proves the
claim.

Corollary 4.15. The co-family op LTensdescdgen C of presentable left-tensored quasi-categories with descent
pointed by dualizable generators satisfies τ-descent too.
Proof. By Corollary 4.14, the restriction map
ΓcoC(U¯
op
• ,LTens
desc
∗ C )→ ΓcoC(U
op
• ,LTens
desc
∗ C )
is a trivial Kan fibration. Therefore, it is enough to show that if for an effective descent datum
(M¯•, M¯•) ∈ ΓcoC(U¯
op
• ,LTens
desc
∗ C ), for all n ≥ 0 the object Mn ∈ Mn is a dualizable generator, then
the limit M¯−1 ∈ M¯−1 is a dualizable generator too. We have a counit map
(C ,ModEndM C ,EndM)
v(C ,M ,M)=⊗EndMM
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (C ,M ,M)
natural in (C ,M ,M) ∈ PrMod/M [Lur16, Theorem4.8.5.11] giving an edge v(C¯•,M¯•,M¯•) in the coCartesian
section quasi-category ΓcoC(U¯
op
• ,LTens
desc
∗ C ). We claim that the edge v(C¯•,M¯•,M¯•) is actually in
ΓcoC(U¯
op
• ,LTens
desc
∗ C ). This follows from Theorem 4.12 (2) and Lemma 4.16. This shows that the
map
(C (U¯−1),ModEnd M¯−1 C (U¯−1)
v(C (U¯−1),M¯−1 ,M¯−1)
=⊗End M¯−1
M¯−1
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (C (U¯−1), M¯−1, M¯−1)
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is the limit of the maps
(C (Un),ModEndMn C (Un),EndMn)
v(C (Un),Mn ,Mn)=⊗EndMnC (Un)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (C (Un),Mn,Mn).
Therefore, since themaps v(C (Un),Mn,Mn) are equivalences for alln ≥ 0, so is their limit v(C (U¯−1),M¯−1,M¯−1),
as we needed to show.

Lemma 4.16. Let C ⊗
f
−→ (C ′)⊗ be a morphism of presentable monoidal quasi-categories. Let M ⊗ be a
presentable quasi-category left-tensored over C ⊗. Let M ∈ M be an object. Then the base change
(C ′ ⊗C ModEndM C , 1C ′ ⊗ EndM)
C ′⊗C (−⊗EndMM)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (C ′ ⊗C M , 1C ′ ⊗M)
exhibits 1C ′ ⊗ EndM ∈ AlgC
′ as an endomorphism algebra of 1C ′ ⊗M ∈ C
′ ⊗C M .
Proof. Take a coCartesian edge
ModEndM C → C
′ ⊗C ModEndM C
inPrMod over f . Postcomposing itwith thenatural equivalenceC ′⊗CModEndM C →ModEndM(C
′
C
)
[Lur16, Theorem 4.8.4.6], we get a coCartesian edge in PrMod over f of the form
ModEndM C →ModEndM(C
′
C
).
Since the Morita functor PrAlg
Θ
−→ PrMod takes the coCartesian edge EndM → 1C ′ in Pr
Alg over f
to the coCartesian edge
ModEndM C →Mod1C ′⊗EndM(C
′)
in PrMod over f [Lur16, Proposition 4.8.5.1], we get an equivalence
C
′ ⊗C ModEndM C ≃Mod1C ′⊗EndM C
′.
Let
EndM ⊗M→M
be amap inM exhibiting EndM ∈ C as an endomorphism object ofM. Then the coCartesian edge
M → C ′ ⊗C M in Pr
Mod over f takes it to a map
(1C ′ ⊗ EndM) ⊗ (1C ′ ⊗M)→ (1C ′ ⊗M)
in C ′⊗C M exhibiting 1C ′ ⊗EndM ∈ C
′ as an endomorphism object of 1C ′ ⊗M ∈ C
′⊗C M , giving
an equivalence
Mod1C ′⊗EndM C
′ ≃ModEnd(1C ′⊗M) C
′
and thus concluding the proof.

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4.2. Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem.
Theorem 4.17 (Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem). Let K be a quasi-category with final object
S, let τ be a Grothendieck topology on it. Let Cartτ/K denote the quasi-category of Cartesian fibrations over
K with τ-descent. Let X ⊆ Cartτ/K denote the full subcategory on right fibrations over K with τ-descent,
which is an ∞-topos. Let C ⊗ → Assoc⊗ ×Kop be a family of presentable monoidal quasi-categories with
τ-descent. Then the following assertions hold:
(1) We have a fibre sequence in (Cartτ/K)∗:
(opC ◦dgen,O)
End
−−→ (opAzC ,O)
Mod
−−−→ (op LTensAz C ,ModO )
(2) Let E ∈ Cdgen(S). Then we have a fibre sequence in (Cart
τ
/K)∗:
(op PicC ,O)
⊗E
−−→ (opC ◦dgen,E)
End
−−→ (opAzC ,EndE).
(3) We have a long exact sequence of homotopy sheaves in hX :
· · · → π2(
opAzC ,EndE)→ π1(
op PicC ,O)→ π1(
op
Cdgen,E)→ π1(
opAzC ,EndE)→
→ π0(
op PicC )→ π0(
op
Cdgen)→ π0(
opAzC )→ π0(
op LTensAz C )→ 0.
Proof. I) Consider the homotopy commutative diagram
C ◦
dgen
K
⇑v∗
wv
AzC
LTensAz C =
LTensAzdgen C
LTensAz C
⊆
⊆
LTensdgen C
LTensC
i∗
End
cC
Mod∗
Mod
where
• i∗ is the inclusion C 7→ (C ,C),
• Mod∗(A) = (ModA,A),
• cC is a Cartesian section with cC (S) = CS,
• v(C) is the equivalence ModEndC
⊗EndCC
−−−−−→ C as in Corollary 2.24, and
• v∗(C) is its pointed version (ModEndC,EndC)→ (C ,C).
The forgetfulmap LTensdesc∗ C → LTens
desc
C is a left fibration, thus so is its restriction to connected
components LTensAzdgen C → LTens
Az
C . Therefore, the square under i∗, which is strict Cartesian
by construction, is homotopy Cartesian. We claim that AzC
Mod∗
−−−−→ LTensAzdgen C is an equivalence.
This will imply that the square underMod∗ is homotopyCartesian, and thus by the pasting lemma,
the square under End is homotopy Cartesian as well, as we needed to show.
Bydefinition of dualizable generators andTheorem4.12 (2), we know thatAlgC
Mod∗
−−−→ LTensdescdgen
is an equivalence. Therefore, it is enough to show that, for any U ∈ K, an algebra A ∈ AlgC (U) is
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Azumaya if and only if ModA ∈ LTens
desc
C (U) is locally trivial. This in turn follows from Lemma
4.18.
II) Consider now the diagram
PicC
C ◦
dgen
K
AzC ,
⊗E cEndE
End
where cEndE is a Cartesian section such that cEndE(S) = EndE. We claim that the diagram is
homotopyCartesian. By the pasting lemma, and that by the homotopical Eilenberg–Watts theorem,
we have Ω(LTensC ,C ) = PicC , it is enough to show that the square is homotopy commutative.
For that, as the map AzC
Mod∗
−−−→ LTensdescdgen C is an equivalence, it will be enough to show that the
diagram
PicC
C ◦
dgen
K
LTensdescdgen C⊂
⊗E c(C ,E)
is homotopy commutative. That is, we need to supply a map
PicC × ∆1
f
−→ LTensdgen C
such that f |(PicC × ∆{0}) is the constant map c with value (C ,E), and f |(PicC × ∆{1}) is the map
L 7→ (C , L⊗E). The homotopical Eilenberg–Watts theorem supplies the map C
F 7→⊗F
−−−−→ FunC (C ,C ).
This gives the map EW in the lifting problem
PicC × ∆{0}
∩
PicC × ∆1
K
C × ∆1,
LTensdesc∗ C
LTensdesc C
(C ,E)
r
f
⊗E EW
where the restriction map r is a left fibration, thus we have a solution f , which as E is a dualizable
generator, maps into LTensdescdgen C , as required.
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III) From the fibre sequences, we readily get a long exact sequence
· · · → π2(
opAzC ,EndE)→ π1(
op PicC ,O)→ π1(
op
Cdgen,E)→ π1(
opAzC ,EndE)→
→ π0(
op PicC )→ π0(
op
Cdgen)→ π0(
opAzC )→ π0(
op LTensAz C ).
Since we have AzC ≃ LTensAzdgen C , by definition of dualizable generators, we get that the map of
homotopy sheaves π0(
opAzC )→ π0(
op LTensAz C ) is surjective.

Lemma 4.18. Let C be a monoidal quasi-category, and A ∈ AlgC . Then there exists E ∈ Cdgen and
A ≃ EndE if and only if there exists ModA ≃ C in LTensC .
Proof. ⇒: Suppose that there exists E ∈ Cdgen and an equivalence A
φ
−→ EndE in AlgC . Then we
get equivalences in LTensC
ModA
Mod(φ)
−−−−−→ModEndE
⊗EndEE
−−−−−→ C
as needed.
⇐: Suppose that there exists an equivalence ModA
φ
−→ C in LTensC . By the homotopical
Eilenberg–Watts theorem, φ is of the form ⊗AE for some E ∈ AMod. It will be enough to show that
the action map A⊗E
α
−→ E exhibits A as an endomorphism object of E ∈ C . Let C ∈ C and consider
the diagram
Map
C
(C,A)
MapA(C ⊗ A,A ⊗ A)
Map
C
(C ⊗ E,A ⊗ E)
MapA(C ⊗ A,A),
Map
C
(C ⊗ E,E)
⊗E
⊗A
⊗AE
µ◦
α◦
⊗AE
where A ⊗ A
µ
−→ A is the multiplication map. We know that the left triangle is homotopy commu-
tative. We claim that the right square is homotopy commutative. That will conclude the proof as
(µ◦) ◦ (⊗A) is an equivalence as µ induces the counit of the induction C
⊗A
--
⊥ ModA
⊗AA
jj , and ⊗AE is
an equivalence by assumption.
The claim follows from that the diagram
AModA
AMod
ModA
C ,
⊗AE
⊗AE
where the vertical maps are restriction maps, is commutative, and therefore the functor ⊗AE takes
A ∈ AModA to E ∈ AMod.

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5. Applications
In this section,we list a number of interesting families ofmonoidal quasi-categorieswe can apply
the Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem to. To begin with, we recall the monoidal structure on
the underlying quasi-category of a monoidal model category [Lur16, §4.1.7] as that will serve as
our main device of getting examples.
5.1. The symmetric monoidal quasi-category of stable presentable quasi-categories.
5.1.1. Stable quasi-categories.
Definition 5.1. Let C be a quasi-category. Then an object 0 ∈ C is a zero object if it is both an initial
object and a final object. We say that the quasi-category C is pointed if it has a zero object. We say
that the quasi-category C is stable if the following assertions hold:
(1) The quasi-category C is pointed.
(2) The quasi-category C has finite limits and colimits.
(3) A square
C′
D′
C
D
in C is a pushout diagram if and only if it is a pullback diagram.
Definition 5.2. LetC be a stable quasi-category. For a nonnegative integern ≥ 0we letC
C7→C[n]
−−−−−→ C
denote the n-th power of the suspension functor C
Σ
−→ C . For a nonpositive integer n ≤ 0 we let
C
C7→C[n]
−−−−−→ C denote the (−n)-th power of the loop object functorC
Ω
−→ C . We refer to these functors
as translation functors.
Consider a diagram
C
f¯
−→ D
g¯
−→ E
h¯
−→ C[1]
in the homotopy category HoC . Then we say that it is a distinguished triangle if there exists a
diagram
C
0′
D
E
0
F
f
g
h
in C such that the following assertions hold:
(1) The squares are pushout diagrams in C .
(2) The object 0, 0′ ∈ C are zero objects.
(3) The map f represents f¯ and the map g represents g¯.
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(4) Since F is a suspension of C, there exists an equivalence F
h′
−→ C[1] well-defined up to
homotopy. Then the composite h′ ◦ h represents h¯.
Theorem 5.3. [Lur16, Theorem 1.1.2.14] Let C be a stable quasi-category. Then the homotopy category
HoC can be endowed with a triangulated category structure as follows:
(1) Since C is pointed, for objects C,D ∈ C the zero map C → 0 → D is a natural base point for the
mapping spaceMap(C,D).
(2) The isomorphismπ0 Map(C,D)  π2(Σ
2C,D) equips theHom setHomHoC (C,D)  π0MapC (C,D)
with an abelian group structure.
(3) We have the translation functors and distinguished triangles defined above.
Definition 5.4. Let C be a stable quasi-category. Then we say that C is compactly generated if the
triangulated category HoC is compactly generated.
5.1.2. Spectrum objects and the quasi-category of spectra.
Definition 5.5. Let C
F
−→ D be a functor between quasi-categories.
(1) Suppose that C has pushouts. Then we say that F is excisive if it takes pushout diagrams to
pullback diagrams.
(2) Suppose that C has a final object ∗ ∈ C . Then we say that F is reduced if F(∗) ∈ D is a final
object.
Suppose that C has pushouts and a final object. Then we denote by Exc∗(C ,D) ⊆ Fun(C ,D) the
full subcategory on excisive reduced functors.
Let S fin ⊆ S denote the smallest full subcategory that contains the final object ∗ ∈ S and it is
closed under small colimits. Let S fin∗ ⊆ S∗ denote the full subcategory on pointed objects of S
fin.
Let C be a quasi-category that has finite limits. Then the quasi-category of spectrum objects of C is
Sp(C ) = Exc∗(S
fin,C ). The quasi-category of spectra is Sp = Sp(S ). We let Sp(C )
Ω∞
−−→ C denote the
functor given by substitution at S0 ∈ S fin∗ .
Proposition 5.6. [Lur16, Proposition 1.4.4.4 and Corollary 1.4.4.5] Let C be a presentable quasi-
category. Then the following assertions hold:
(1) The quasi-category Sp(C ) of spectrum objects of C is presentable.
(2) The functor Sp(C )
Ω∞
−−→ C has a left adjoint Σ∞+ .
(3) Let D be a presentable stable quasi-category. Then the precomposition map
LFun(Sp(C ),D)
◦Σ∞
+
−−−→ LFun(C ,D)
is an equivalence.
Definition 5.7. The sphere spectrum is S = Σ∞+ (∗) ∈ Sp.
5.1.3. Idempotent objects and the symmetric monoidal structure on the quasi-category PrSt of presentable
stable quasi-categories.
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Definition 5.8. Let C be a monoidal quasi-category. Then an idempotent object in C is a morphism
1
c
−→ C such that the maps in C :
C ≃ C ⊗ 1
idC ⊗c
−−−−→ C ⊗ C and C ≃ 1 ⊗ C
c⊗idC
−−−−→ C ⊗ C
are equivalences.
Proposition 5.9. [Lur16, Proposition 4.8.2.4] Let C be a monoidal quasi-category and 1
c
−→ C. Then the
following assertions are equivalent:
(1) The map c is an idempotent object of C .
(2) Consider the endofunctor C
C⊗
−−→ C . Then the natural transformation idC → (C⊗) induced by c
exhibits (C⊗) as a localization functor.
Proposition 5.10. [Lur16, Proposition 4.8.2.7] LetC be a symmetric monoidal quasi-category. Let 1
c
−→ C
be an idempotent object of C . Let L denote the endofunctor C
C⊗
−−→ C . Let LC ⊗ ⊆ C ⊗ be the full subcategory
on objects of the form C1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Cn where each Ci is in LC . Then the composite LC
⊗ → C ⊗ → Fin∗ of the
inclusion map and the structure map gives LC ⊗ a symmetric monoidal structure.
Definition 5.11. Let A ∈ CAlgC be a commutative algebra object in a symmetric monoidal quasi-
category. Then it is idempotent if the multiplication map A ⊗ A → A is an equivalence. Let
CAlgidem C ⊆ CAlgC denote the full subcategory on idempotent commutative algebra objects.
Proposition 5.12. [Lur16, Proposition 4.8.2.9] Let C ⊗ be a symmetric monoidal quasi-category. Then
the composite of canonical maps
CAlgidem C → CAlgC ≃ CAlg(C )1/ → C1/
is fully faithful with essential image the full subcategory on idempotent objects.
Definition 5.13. Let (C ,C) be a pair of a presentable quasi-category C and an object C ∈ C . We
say that the pair (C ,C) is idempotent if the colimit-preserving map S
F
−→ C such that F(∗) = C is
an idempotent object of PrL. In this case, Proposition 5.12 equips C with a symmetric monoidal
structure with C the unit object.
Proposition 5.14. [Lur16, Example 4.8.1.23] Let C ∈ PrL be a presentable quasi-category. Then we have
an equivalence of presentable quasi-categories Sp⊗C ≃ Sp(C ).
Corollary 5.15. The pair (Sp, S) is idempotent.
Proof. By Proposition 5.9 it is enough to show that the endofunctor PrL
L(C )=Sp⊗C
−−−−−−−−−→ PrL is a local-
ization functor. By the Proposition it is equivalent to the endofunctor PrL
L′(C )=Sp(C )
−−−−−−−−−→ PrL. By
Proposition 5.6 (3) the map S
Σ∞+
−−→ Sp induces a natural transformation idPrL → L
′ which exhibits
L′ as a localization functor.

Proposition 5.16. [Lur16, 1.4.2.21] Let C be a quasi-category. Then it is stable if and only if the map
SpC
Ω∞
−−→ C is an equivalence.
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Definition 5.17. The quasi-category of presentable stable quasi-categories is the full subcategory PrSt ⊆
PrL on presentable stable quasi-categories. By Propositions 5.14 and 5.16 it is the essential image
of the localization functor PrL
L(C )=Sp⊗C
−−−−−−−−−→ PrL. By Corollary 5.15 it admits a symmetric model
structure such that the following assertions hold:
(1) The quasi-category Sp of spectra is a unit object of the symmetric monoidal quasi-category
(PrSt)⊗.
(2) The natural inclusion map (PrSt)⊗ → (PrL)⊗ is symmetric monoidal.
By Proposition 5.12 the quasi-category Sp of spectra admits a symmetric monoidal structure for
which the sphere spectrum S is a unit object. We refer to the tensor product as the smash product of
spectra.
Proposition 5.18. [Lur18, Proposition D.7.2.3] Let C be a compactly generated stable quasi-category.
Then it is a dualizable object of the symmetric monoidal quasi-category PrSt.
Remark 5.19. Since the natural inclusion map PrSt → PrL is symmetric monoidal, if C ∈ PrSt is
dualizable, then it is also a dualizable object of PrL.
5.2. The underlying quasi-category of a monoidal model category. Let X be a quasi-category.
A system in X is a collection W ⊆ X1 of morphisms which contains all equivalences, and it
is stable under homotopy and composition. The collection of all systems on X forms a poset
SysX. Therefore, we get a map Cat
op
∞
X 7→N SysX
−−−−−−−−→ Cat∞, which classifies a Cartesian fibration
WCat∞
q
−→ Cat∞. The objects of the quasi-category WCat∞ are pairs (X,W) where X is a quasi-
category, and W ∈ SysX is a system on X. A mapping space MapWCat∞ ((X,W), (X
′,W′)) can be
identified with the full subcategory of the mapping space MapCat∞(X,X
′) on functorsX
f
−→ X′ such
that f (W) ⊆ f (W′).
The Cartesian fibration q is the forgetful map (X,W) 7→ X. It admits a section Cat∞
G
−→ WCat∞
sending a quasi-categoryX to the pair (X,W), whereW ⊆ X1 is the collection of weak equivalences
in X. The functor G admits a left adjoint WCat∞
F(C,W)=C[W−1]
−−−−−−−−−−−→ Cat∞, which moreover commutes
with finite products [Lur16, Proposition 4.1.3.2]. We get the following universal property.
Proposition 5.20. Let (X,W) ∈ WCat∞ and let (X,W)
u
−→ GX[W−1] denote the unit map. Then for any
quasi-category Y, the precomposition by u map
Fun(X[W−1],Y)
◦u
−→ Fun(X,Y)
is fully faithful with essential image the collection of functors X
f
−→ Y such that f takes all morphisms in W
to equivalences in Y.
Proof. Since the right adjoint G is fully faithful, the precomposition by umap
MapCat∞(X[W
−1],Y)
◦u
−→ MapCat∞(X,Y)
is fully faithfulwith essential image the collectionof functorsX
f
−→ Y such that f takes allmorphisms
in W to equivalences in Y. Since for a quasi-category Z the mapping space MapCat∞ (Z,Y) is
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equivalent to the largest Kan complex in the functor quasi-category Fun(Z,Y), we get the statement
about the essential image. Fully faithfulness follows from [Lur09, Proposition 3.1.3.3].

Let A be a model category. Then the collection W of weak equivalences between cofibrant
objects gives a system in the nerveNAc of the full subcategory on cofibrant objects. The underlying
quasi-category of A is the localization NAc[W−1].
Suppose that the model structure on A is monoidal. Then there is an induced model structure
on the full subcategory Ac on cofibrant objects. We get a monoidal structure on the nerve NAc,
which in turn is classified by a monoid object inM′ ∈MonAssoc Cat∞. Since the model structure on
A is monoidal, the weak equivalences between cofibrant objects are preserved by tensor product,
therefore themonoid object can be lifted toM ∈MonAssocWCat∞. Since the left adjoint F preserves
finite products, it preserves monoid objects. Therefore, the composite FM is a monoid object
FM ∈ MonAssoc Cat∞. This equips the underlying quasi-category NA
c[W−1] with a monoidal
structure. We refer to this as the underlying monoidal quasi-category of the monoidal model category A.
It comes equipped with a monoidal functor N(Ac)⊗
u
−→ NAc[W−1]⊗ which satisfies the following
universal property: for every monoidal quasi-category D⊗, the precomposition by u functor
Fun⊗(NAc[W−1]⊗,D⊗)
◦u
−→ Fun⊗(N(Ac)⊗,D⊗)
is fully faithful with essential image the full subcategory on monoidal functors N(Ac)⊗
f⊗
−→ D⊗
which take morphisms inW to equivalences in D [Lur16, Proposition 4.1.7.4].
Construction 5.21 (The underlying presheaf ofmonoidal quasi-categories of a presheaf ofmonoidal
categories with a system, and its extension via gluing). (1) Let K be a category, and let
K
k7→(C(k)⊗ ,W(k))
−−−−−−−−−−−→ (MonAssocWCat∞)
op
be a presheaf of monoidal categories with systems. Postcomposition with the opposite of the un-
derlying quasi-category functor MonAssocWCat∞
F
−→ MonAssoc Cat∞ yields a presheaf of monoidal
quasi-categories
K
k7→C(k)⊗ [W(k)−1]
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (MonAssoc Cat∞)
op
= (CatMon∞ )
op.
(2) This functor can be extended to a colimit-preserving functor P(K)
C ⊗
−−→ (CatMon∞ )
op in a way
that is unique up to homotopy [Lur09, Theorem 5.1.5.6]. Thismeans the following. Take a presheaf
X ∈ P(K). Then we have X ≃ hocolimi∈I hki for some diagram I
ki
−→ K over some small simplicial
set I [Lur09, Corollary 5.1.5.8]. The presheaf C ⊗ satisfies
C (X)⊗ = holimi∈I C (ki)
⊗
in CatMon∞ .
5.3. Algebraic Geometry.
Construction 5.22. Let S be a scheme. We will now apply Construction 5.21 to construct the co-
Cartesian family QC⊗S of the monoidal quasi-categories of unbounded complexes of quasicoherent
sheaves on the opposite of the quasi-category StS of∞-stacks on the big fppf site Sfppf.
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Thequasi-category StS is the localization at fppf-local equivalences of the quasi-categoryP(AffS)
of presheaves of spaces on the category AffS on affine S-schemes. For an affine S-scheme SpecA =
T ∈ AffS, the categoryC(A) of unbounded complexes ofA-modules can be equipped by the projec-
tive model structure, which is a combinatorial and monoidal model structure [Lur16, Propositions
7.1.2.8 and 7.1.2.11]. Moreover, for a morphism of S-algebras A→ B and a quasi-isomorphism f of
dg-projective complexes of A-modules, the pullback f ⊗A B is the derived pullback, and therefore
it is also a quasi-isomorphism. This shows that we get a functor
(AffS)
op
A 7→[C(A)⊗
dg−proj
,qis], (A→B)7→⊗AB
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ MonAssocWCat∞ .
Since the projective model structure is combinatorial and monoidal, applying Construction 5.21
we get a functor P(AffS)
QC⊗
S
−−−→ PrMon satisfying the following properties.
(1) Let T = SpecA be an affine S-scheme. Then we have QCS(A)
⊗ ≃ C(A)dg−proj[qis
−1]⊗.
(2) Let T ∈ StS be an ∞-stack over S. Then it is some homotopy colimit T = hocolimTi of
affine S-schemes. We have QCS(T)
⊗ = holimQCS(Ti)
⊗ in the quasi-category CatMon∞ of monoidal
quasi-categories.
Proposition 5.23. Let S be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme. Then the coCartesian family of
presentable monoidal quasi-categories QC⊗S
p
−→ St
op
S
×Assoc⊗ has fppf descent.
Proof. The Cartesian fibration of unbounded complexes of quasi-coherent sheaves is compactly
generated [BB03, Theorem 3.1.1] satisfies fppf descent [Lur11a, Corollary 6.13], [Lur16, Theorem
7.1.2.13]. Therefore, Proposition 5.18 and Corollary 4.10 show that p has fppf descent.

Corollary 5.24 (Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem for schemes). Let S be a quasi-compact and
quasi-separated scheme. Let Cart
fppf
S
denote the quasi-category of Cartesian fibrations on StS which satisfy
fppf descent.
(1) Let op TPerfS :=
op(QCS)dgen denote the Cartesian fibration of totally supported perfect complexes
on S, opDerazS :=
opAzQCS the Cartesian fibration of derived Azumaya algebras on S and
opDgAzS :=
op LTensAzQCS the Cartesian fibration of locally trivial presentable quasi-categories left-tensored overQC
⊗
S .
Then the sequence in (Cart
fppf
S
)∗:
(op TPerfS,O)
End
−−→ (opDerazS,O)
Mod
−−−→ (opDgAzS ,D)
is a homotopy fibre sequence.
(2) Let E ∈ TPerf(S) be a totally supported perfect complex on S. Then the sequence in (Cart
fppf
S
)∗:
(BGm × Z,O)
⊗E
−−→ (op TPerfS,E)
End
−−→ (opDerazS,EndE)
is a homotopy fibre sequence.
(3) We have isomorphisms of sheaves of groups
πiΩ(
op TPerfS,E)  πiΩ(
opDerazS,REndE)
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for i > 0, a short exact sequence of sheaves of groups
1→ Gm
a7→a·
−−−→ AutPerf E
Ad
−−→ AutDeraz(REndE)→ 1,
and an exact sequence of pointed sheaves of sets
∗ → π0(BGm × Z)
⊗E
−−→ π0 TPerfS
REnd
−−−−→ π0DerazS
Mod
−−−→ π0Dg
Az
S → ∗.
Proof. By Proposition 5.23, the family QC⊗S satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.17. Let T be an
S-scheme and E ∈ Perf(T) a perfect complex on T. Then T is a generator if and only if it is totally
supported [Tho97, Lemma 3.14], [Lur16, Corollary 1.4.4.2]. Since being a dualizable generator is a
local property, this shows that the full subcategories TPerfS and (QCS)dgen of QCS agree. Moreover,
E is an invertible element of QC(T) if and only if E is of the form L [n] for an invertible sheaf L
and an integer n ∈ Z. This shows that the inclusion BGm × Z→
op PicQCS is an equivalence. We
have πi(BGm × Z) = 0 for i > 1, and if E is totally supported, then the map Gm
a7→a·
−−−→ AutPerf E
is injective. Finally, the map π0(BGm × Z)
⊗E
−−→ π0 TPerfS is injective, because the sheaf π0 BGm is
trivial, and for an integer n ∈ Z, if we have E ≃ E[n], then we get n = 0.

Remark 5.25. Let E = O⊕n
S
. Then E is totally supported. The short exact sequence
1→ Gm → AutE→ AutEndE→ 1
is the one in the classical Skolem–Noether Theorem [Gir71, V, Lemme 4.1]:
1→ Gm → GLn → PGLn → 1.
Remark 5.26. Let’s show how this result implies Lieblich’s Derived Skolem–Noether Theorem
[Lie09, Theorem 5.1.5]. Let T be an S-scheme, and E, F two nonzero perfect complexes on T. The
annihilator AnnE of E is the kernel of the scalar multiplication map OT → EndE. It is the ideal
sheaf of the support of E. Note that this shows SuppE = SuppREndE. We let OE = OT/AnnE.
We need to show that there exists a unique integer n ∈ Z such that the map of sheaves
π0 IsomPerf(T)(E[n], F)→ IsomDeraz(T)(REndE,REndF)
is surjective, with each fibre being an O×
E
-torsor, which in case E = F is split.
I) Suppose first that E is totally supported. Take a zigzag of weak equivalences of algebras
φ : REndE ≃ REndF. Then it determines a T-point of the homotopy fibre product and thus we
get a dashed arrow in the following diagram:
T
BGm × Z
T
TPerfT
DerazT .
y
h
F
L [n]
⊗E
REnd
REndE
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That is, the equivalence of algebras φ is homotopical to the image by REnd of an equivalence
of perfect complexes E ⊗ L [n] ≃ F. We get a preimage of the required form if we restrict to a
trivializing cover of the invertible sheafL . The unicity of n follows from the injectivity of the map
BGm × Z→ π0 TPerfT .
The rest of the statement follows from the short exact sequence
1→ Gm → π0AutPerfT (E)→ π0AutDerazT (REndE)→ 1.
II) In the general case, we can push forward from SuppE = SuppREndE = SuppREndF =
SuppF.
Application 5.27. Let X
f
−→ S be a proper and smooth morphism of algebraic spaces. In [Lie09],
Lieblich compactifies the stack f∗BPGLn of families of principal PGLn-bundles the following way.
Using the version of the Skolem–Noether theorem
1→ µn → SLn → PGLn → 1,
we get that the natural map B SLn (µn → BPGLn is an equivalence. Here, B SLn (µn is the
rigidification, that is the target of the universal morphism B SLn → B SLn (µn which is invariant
with respect to the µn-action on B SLn given by scalar multiplication [ACV03, §5.1]. Let T
O
X/S
(n)
denote the stack of totally supported sheaves with trivialized determinant and rank n at every
maximal point. Then one can show that the stack f∗(T
O
X/S
(n) ( µn) is a quasi-proper Artin stack
[Lie09, Lemma 4.2.2] such that the natural map f∗BPGLn → f∗(T
O
X/S
(n)(µn) is an open immersion
[Lie09, Lemma 4.2.3].
To give another description of the objects classified by f∗(T
O
X/S
(n) ( µn), Lieblich introduces
the notion of pre-generalized Azumaya algebras. These are perfect algebra objects A of the derived
category D(X) = HoD(X) such that there exists a covering U → X and a totally supported perfect
sheaf F onU such that A|U ≃ REnd(F). Then he considers the category fibred in groupoidsPR of
pre-generalized algebras,where the isomorphisms are theweak algebra isomorphisms ofAlgD(X).
Since working in this truncated setting he can’t keep track of all the higher descent data, he needs
to make the stack of generalized Azumaya algebras G the stackification of PR. Therefore, although
he can show that the objects of G are the weak algebras of the form Rπ∗ REnd(F) where X
π
−→ X
is a Gm-gerbe and F is a totally supported perfect X -twisted sheaf [Lie09, Proposition 5.2.1.12],
he can only give a somewhat implicit description of the isomorphisms in G [Lie09]. The derived
Skolem–Noether theorem he proves [Lie09, Theorem 5.1.5] can be viewed as the 1-truncation of
our result. It implies that the natural map T O
X
(n)
REnd
−−−−→ GX induces an equivalence T
O
X
(n) ≃ GX.
He shows that stackification is not needed in case X
f
−→ S is a smooth projective relative surface
[Lie09, Proposition 6.4.1]. Our result implies that this holds in general.
Proposition 5.28. Let X be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme. Then the category fibred in
groupoids of pre-generalized Azumaya algebras PRX is a 1-stack.
Proof. Let PR∞X ⊂ AlgPerfX denote the full substack of pre-generalized Azumaya algebras. We
claim that PR∞X is a 1-stack. This will show that PR
∞
X ≃ PRX is a 1-stack.
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Let A be a pre-generalized Azumaya algebra on X. We need to show that BAutA ⊂ PRX is
1-truncated. Letting X = X (A) ∈ B2Gm(X) denote the gerbe of trivializations of A, there exists
an X -twisted totally supported perfect sheaf F such that A ≃ REnd(F) [Lie09, Lemma 5.2.1.1].
Consider the sequence of canonical maps
BGm → BAutF
REnd
−−−−→ BAutA.
Since being a fibration sequence of pointed ∞-stacks is local, and the twisted sheaf F is locally
isomorphic to a sheaf, our result implies that this is a fibration sequence. Therefore, we have an
exact sequence
π2BAutF→ π2BAutA→ π1BGm → π1BAutF.
As BAutF is a 1-stack, we have π2BAutF = 0. Moreover, the map π1BGm → π1BAutF is the
scalar action Gm → Aut F, which is injective. These two facts imply π2BAutA = 0. For i > 2, we
have an exact sequence
0 = πiBAutF→ πiBAutA→ πiBGm = 0,
thus πiBAutA = 0. The claim is proven.

5.4. Homotopical algebraic geometry.
5.4.1. Derived homotopical algebraic context.
Definition 5.29. Let k be a commutative ring. Then the category Mod∆k of simplicial k-modules
admits a symmetric monoidal model structure as follows [GJ09, II, Example 6.2]:
(1) Tensor product is defined levelwise: we have (A ⊗k B)n = An ⊗k Bn.
(2) The forgetful functor Modδk
U
−→ Set∆ is a right Quillen adjoint where Set∆ is equipped with
the Quillen model structure.
We shall call this the Quillen model structure on simplicial k-modules. We get an induced model
structure on the category CAlg∆k of simplicial commutative k-algebras.
The quasi-category CAlg∆k of simplicial commutative k-algebras is the localization CAlg
∆
k [weq
−1]
of the category of simplicial commutative k-algebras at the system of weak equivalences. The
quasi-category DAffk of derived affine schemes over k is the opposite quasi-category (CAlg
∆
k )
op.
Let A be a commutative dg k-algebra. Then the category Mod
dg
A
of dg A-modules admits a
symmetric monoidal model structure as follows [BMR14, Theorem 3.3]:
(1) Tensor product is induced by the tensor product on complexes.
(2) A morphism of complexes is a weak equivalence if and only if it is a quasi-isomorphism.
(3) A morphism of complexes is a fibration if and only if it is a degree-wise surjection.
We shall call this the projective model structure on dg A-modules. A dg k-module M ∈ Mod
dg
k
is
cofibrant if and only if it is dg-projective [Hov02, Example 3.3], that is:
(1) The k-modulesMn are projective and
(2) For all exact complexes E ∈Mod
dg
k
, the Hom complex Hom(M,E) is also exact.
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A bounded below complex of projective k-modules is dg-projective [Hov99, Lemma 2.3.6].
LetM be a simplicial k-module. Then itsMoore complex is the dg k-module
(CM)n =Mn, d =
n∑
i=0
(−1)idi.
We denote by DM ≤ CM the subcomplex of degenerate simplices. The normalized Moore complex is
the dg k-module
NM = CM/DM.
Let N be another simplicial k-module. Then the shuffle map
CM ⊗k CN
∇
−→ C(M ⊗k N)
takes m ⊗ n ∈ CMp ⊗k NCq to
∇(m ⊗ n) =
∑
(µ,ν)
sign(µ, ν)(sνm) ⊗ (sµn)
where the summation is over (p, q)-shuffles, that is permutations
(µ, ν) = (µ1 . . . µp, ν1, . . . , νq) ∈ Σp+q
where we have
µ1 < · · · < µp and ν1 < · · · < νq
and the associated degeneracy maps are
sµ = sµp · · · sµ1 and sν = sνq · · · sν1 .
Then the normalized Moore complex functor
Mod∆k
N
−→Mod
dg
k
and the shufflemapgive a laxmonoidal rightQuillen equivalencewhich ismoreover lax symmetric
mononoidal [SS03, §4.2]. LetA ∈ CAlg∆k be a commutative simplicial k-algebra. We denote by π•A
the graded k-algebra induced by the commutative dg-algebra NA.
Construction 5.30. Let Mod
dg
k
P
−→ Mod
dg
k
denote a dg-projective replacement functor. Consider
the functor
DAff
op
k
A 7→((Mod
dg
PNA
)c,qis)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ MonAssocWCat∞ .
By Construction 5.21 we get a functor P(DAffk)
QC
−−→ CatMon∞ .
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5.4.2. Spectral homotopical algebraic context.
Definition 5.31. An E∞-ring is a commutative algebra object of the symmetric monoidal quasi-
category Spof spectra. The quasi-category SAff of affine spectral schemes is the opposite quasi-category
(CAlg Sp)op of the quasi-category of E∞-rings. Let R ∈ CAlg Sp be an E∞-ring. Then we denote by
SpecR ∈ SAff the object corresponding to R. We denote by SAffR the overcategory SAff/ SpecR.
Definition 5.32. An E1-ring is an algebra object of the symmetric monoidal quasi-category Sp of
spectra. Let R ∈ AlgSp be an E1-ring. For an integer n ∈ Z, let πnR = π0MapSp(S[n],R). These
objects admit a natural abelian group structure by Theorem 5.3. Since the smash product on
spectra commutes with colimits in each variable, we get equivalences S[n +m]
α
−→ S[n] ⊗ S[m]. Let
R ⊗ R
µ
−→ R be the multiplication map. We get maps
MapSp(S[n],R) ×MapSp(S[m],R)→MapSp(S[n] ⊗ S[m],R ⊗ R)
µ◦ ◦α
−−−−→MapSp(S[n +m],R)
endowing π•R = ⊕nπnRwith a graded ring structure.
Proposition 5.33. [Lur16, Lemma 1.1.2.10] Let
C
0′
0
D
f
g
be a diagram in a stable quasi-category C representing an element θ ∈ HomHoSp(C[1],D). Then the inverse
−θ ∈ HomHoSp(C[1],D) is represented by the transposed diagram
C
0
0′
D.
g
f
Corollary 5.34. Let R ∈ CAlg Sp be an E∞-ring. Then the graded ring π•R is graded commutative.
Definition 5.35. Let X ∈ Sp be a spectrum. Then we say it is discrete if we have πnX = 0 for all
n , 0. The functor Sp
π0
−→ Ab restricts to an equivalence on the full subcategory Disc Sp ⊆ Sp of
discrete spectra [Lur16, Proposition 1.4.3.6 (3)]. Since the map S fin∗ → S with constant value the
point is a zero object and the smash product Sp⊗ Sp → Sp respects colimits in each variable, the
equivalence Disc Sp
π0
−→ Ab is symmetric monoidal. In particular, we get a natural embedding
CAlgAb → CAlg Sp of the category of discrete commutative rings into the quasi-category of
E∞-rings.
Remark 5.36. Note that the unit object of CAlg Sp is the sphere spectrum S which is not discrete.
In particular, this is not Z and thus SAff ≃ SAffS ; SAffZ.
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Construction 5.37. Since the smashproduct on Spgives a symmetricmonoidal structure, for anE∞-
ringR, relative tensorproduct equips themodule categoryModRwith a symmetricmonoidal struc-
ture. Moreover the underlying quasi-category ModR is stable [Lur16, Corollary 7.1.1.5] Therefore
theMorita functor can be enhanced to give a functor CAlg Sp
R7→Mod⊗R
−−−−−−−→ MonCAlg Pr
St [Lur16, Corol-
lary 4.8.5.22]. This can be extended to a colimit-preserving functor P(SAff)
QC
−−→ (MonCAlg Pr
St)op.
5.4.3. Homotopical Skolem–Noether theorem in homotopical algebraic geometry. In this subsubsection,
scheme will mean either a derived or spectral scheme and stack will mean either a derived or
spectral stack. Perfect stacks, introduced in [BFN10], constitute a broad class of stacks to which
we can apply Theorem 4.17.
Definition 5.38. Let A
f
−→ B be a morphism of commutative simplicial or E∞ rings. Then we say
that it is a flat morphism if the following conditions hold:
(1) The morphism f induces an isomorphism of graded rings
π0B ⊗π0A π•A→ π•B
(2) The morphism π0(A)
π0 f
−−→ π0(B) is a flat morphism of rings.
A flatmorphism is an e´tale morphism if moreover themorphismπ0(A)→ π0(B) is an e´talemorphism
of rings.
Let {A
fi
−→ Ai : i ∈ I} be a collection of morphisms of commutative simplicial or E∞ rings. Then
we say that it is a flat covering if there exists a finite subset J ⊆ I such that the following conditions
hold:
(1) For each index j ∈ J, the morphism f j is a flat morphism.
(2) The morphism
π0(A)
⊕ jπ0( f j)
−−−−−→ ⊕kπ0(A j)
is faithfully flat.
A flat covering is an e´tale covering if there exists a finite subset J ⊆ I such that moreover for each
j ∈ J the morphism f j is an e´tale morphisms.
These definitions define the fpqc resp. e´tale topology. Thus we can talk about fpqc resp. e´tale
stacks. One can show that QC satisfies fpqc descent both in the derived [TV07, §3.1] and spectral
[Lur11b, Proposition 2.7.14] context. We let S be an affine scheme and StS the quasi-category of
e´tale stacks.
Corollary 5.39 (Homotopical Skolem–Noether theorem for derived and spectral algebraic geome-
try). Let S be an affine scheme. Let Cart
fpqc
S
denote the quasi-category of Cartesian fibrations on StS which
satisfy fpqc descent.
(1) Let op(Perf◦gen)S =
op(QCS)
◦
dgen
denote the right fibration of perfect generator complexes on S,
opDerazS :=
opAzQCS the Cartesian fibration of derived Azumaya algebras on S and
opDgAzS :=
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op LTensAzQCS the Cartesian fibration of locally trivial presentable quasi-categories left-tensored over
QC⊗S . Then the sequence in (Cart
fpqc
S
)∗:
(op(Perf◦gen)S,O)
End
−−→ (opDerazS,O)
Mod
−−−→ (opDgAzS ,D)
is a homotopy fibre sequence.
(2) Let E ∈ Perfgen(S) be a perfect generator complex on S. Then the sequence in (Cart
fpqc
S
)∗:
(op PicQCS,O)
⊗E
−−→ (op(Perf◦gen)S,E)
End
−−→ (opDerazS,EndE)
is a homotopy fibre sequence.
Proof. Let T be a qcqs scheme. Then QC(T) is compactly generated [BFN10, Proposition 3.19],
thus dualizable by Proposition 5.18. Therefore by Proposition 4.9 the family of monoidal quasi-
categories QC⊗ has fpqc descent, so we can apply Theorem 4.17.

Remark 5.40. In case we are in the derived or the connective spectral case, we have DgAzS ≃
B2Gm × BZ [Toe¨12, Corollary 2.12], [AG14, Corollary 7.10].
Remark 5.41. For E∞-rings this result has previously appeared in [GL16, Propotision 5.15]. More-
over, in [GL16, Theorem3.15] they showhow the long exact sequence splits for algebraic Azumaya
algebras, that is derived Azumaya algebras for which the associated graded algebras are also Azu-
maya.
5.5. Ind-coherent sheaves and crystals. In this subsection, we apply the Homotopical Skolem–
Noether Theorem to the co-families of symmetric monoidal quasi-categories IndCoh and Crysr,
which we introduce following [Gai13], [DG13], [GR14] and [GR17]. Let k be a field of characteristic
0.
5.5.1. Finiteness conditions on prestacks.
Definition 5.42. The quasi-categories of E∞- and commutative dg k-algebras are equivalent [Lur16,
Proposition 7.1.4.11]. We let CAlgk = CAlgD(k). Following this equivalence, we will refer to
elements of CAlgk as commutative dg k-algebras and for i ∈ Z and A ∈ CAlgk we will write
HiA = π−iA. We will say that a commutative dg k-algebra A is connective if we have H
iA = 0 for
i > 0. We let CAlg≤0
k
≤ CAlgk denote the full subcategory of connective commutative dg k-algebras.
Then the quasi-category CAlg∆k of simplicial commutative k-algebras is equivalent to CAlg
≤0
k
[Lur18, Proposition 25.1.2.2]. The quasi-category of (derived) affine schemes is Aff = Affk = (CAlg
≤0
k
)op.
A connective commutative dg k-algebra A corresponds to the affine scheme SpecA ∈ Aff. The
quasi-category of prestacks is PreStk = PreStkk = P(Affk).
Definition 5.43. LetS = SpecAbe anaffine schemeandn ∈ Z≥0. Thenwe say thatS isn-coconnective
if we have HiA = 0 for i < −n. We denote by Aff≤n ⊆ Aff the full subcategory on n-coconnective
affine schemes. In particular, we say that S is a classical affine scheme if it is 0-coconnective. We let
Affcl = Aff≤0. We say that S is eventually coconnective if it is n-coconnective for some n ≥ 0. We let
Aff<∞ = ∪n≥0Aff≤n. We say that S is almost of finite type if the following assertions hold:
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(1) The commutative k-algebra H0A is finitely generated.
(2) For any i ∈ Z≥0, the H
0A-module HiA is finitely generated.
We denote by Affaft ⊆ Aff the full subcategory on affine scheme almost of finite type. We say that
S is of finite type if the following assertions hold:
(1) The affine scheme S is eventually coconnective.
(2) The affine scheme S is almost of finite type.
We let Affft = Aff<∞ ∩Affaft.
Definition 5.44. Take n ∈ Z≥0. Let ≤n PreStk = P(≤n Aff). Let Y be a prestack. Then we denote
its restriction to ≤nAff
op by ≤nY . The left Kan extension functor ≤n PreStk
LKE
−−−→ PreStk is a fully
faithful left adjoint to the restriction functor. We say that Y is n-coconnective if it is in the essential
image of LKE. We let τ≤nY = LKE(≤nY ).
PreStk ≤n PreStk ⊥ PreStk
LKE
τ≤n
res
res
In particular, we say thatY is classical if it is 0-coconnective. We let cl PreStk = ≤0 PreStk, clY = ≤0Y
and τclY = τ≤0Y . We say that Y is eventually coconnective if it is n-coconnective for some n ≥ 0.
We let PreStk<∞ = ∪n≥0 PreStk≤n. We say that Y is convergent if it is the right Kan extension of
its restriction to Aff
op
<∞. We say that Y is locally almost of finite type if it is the right Kan extension
along the inclusion Aff
op
<∞ ⊂ Aff
op of the left Kan extension along the inclusion Aff
op
ft
⊂ Aff
op
<∞ of
its restriction to Aff
op
ft
. We let PreStklaft ⊂ PreStk denote the full subcategory on prestacks locally
almost of finite type. We say that Y is of finite type if it is the left Kan extension of its restriction to
Aff
op
ft
. We let PreStklft ⊂ PreStk denote the full subcategory on prestacks locally of finite type.
5.5.2. Open embeddings and proper morphisms between (derived) schemes.
Definition 5.45. LetX
f
−→ Y be amorphismof prestacks. Thenwe say that f is affine schematic if for
all affine schemes S and morphisms of prestacks S→ Y the fibre productX ×Y S is representable
by an affine scheme.
Suppose that f is affine schematic. We say that f is flat (resp. e´tale, Zariski, an open embedding) if
for all S ∈ Aff/Y the morphism of affine schemes X ×Y S → S is flat (resp. e´tale, Zariski, an open
embedding). We say that f is a closed embedding if for all S ∈ Aff/Y the morphism of classical affine
schemes cl(X ×Y S)→ clS is a closed embedding.
Let (Xi
fi
−→ Y : i ∈ I) be a collection of affine schematic morphisms of prestacks. Then we say
that ( fi)i∈I is a covering if for all S ∈ Aff/Y the collection of morphisms of classical affine schemes
cl(X ×Y S)→ clS is a covering.
Definition 5.46. Let Y be a prestack. Then we say that it is a stack if it satisfies e´tale descent. We
denote by Stk ⊂ PreStk the full subcategory on stacks.
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Definition 5.47. Let Z be a stack. Then we say that it is a (derived) scheme if it satisfies the following
assumptions:
(1) The diagonal map Z
∆
−→ Z × Z is a closed embedding.
(2) There exists a covering (Si
fi
−→ Z : i ∈ I) of open embeddings of affine schemes.
We refer to a collection ( fi : i ∈ I) such as in (2) as an affine atlas. We denote by Sch ⊂ Stk the full
subcategory on schemes.
Let Z be a scheme. We say that it is quasi-compact if the classical scheme clZ is quasi-compact.
Suppose that Z is quasi-compact. Then we say that it is almost of finite type if it is locally almost of
finite type. We denote by Schaft ⊂ Sch the full subcategory on schemes almost of finite type.
Let X
f
−→ Y be a morphism of schemes almost of finite type. We say that f is proper if the
morphism of classical schemes clX
cl f
−→ clY is proper.
5.5.3. Ind-coherent sheaves.
Definition 5.48. Let C be a quasi-category. Then we say that C is filtered if for all finite simplicial
sets K every map K → C has an extension along the inclusion K → K⊲.
Let L be a simplicial set. Then we say that L is filtered if there exists a filtered quasi-category C
and a categorical equivalence L→ C .
Let C be a filtered quasi-category and C
F
−→ D a functor between quasi-categories. Then we say
that F is continuous if it commutes with filtered colimits. We denote by Funcont(C ,D) ⊆ Fun(C ,D)
the full subcategory on continuous functors.
Proposition 5.49. [Lur09, Proposition 5.3.5.12] Let C be a small quasi-category. Let IndC ⊆ P(C )
denote the full subcategory on presheaves C op → S which classify right fibrations C˜ → C such that
the quasi-category C˜ is filtered. Then the Yoneda embedding C → P(C ) factors through the inclusion
IndC → P(C ). Let D be a quasi-category such that it has filtered colimits. Then the precomposition with
the Yoneda embedding map
Funcont(IndC ,D)→ Fun(C ,D)
is an equivalence.
Definition 5.50. Let C be a quasi-category. We call IndC the ind-completion of C .
Definition 5.51. LetX be a scheme almost of finite type. Thenwe denote by CohX ⊂ QCX the full
subcategory on complexeswith bounded coherent cohomology. The inclusionmapCohX → QCX
induces a map IndCohX
ΨX
−−→ QCX. The map QCX ⊗QCX
E⊠F=(pr∗0E)⊗(pr
∗
1
F)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ QC(X × X) induces a
map IndCohX⊗IndCohX
⊠
−→ IndCoh(X×X). LetX
f
−→ Y be amorphismof schemes almost offinite
type. Then the direct image functor QCX
f∗
−→ QCY induces a morphism IndCohX
f∗
−→ IndCohY.
Theorem 5.52. There exists a coCartesian family of presentable monoidal quasi-categories IndCoh⊗
p
−→
PreStk
op
laft
×Assoc⊗ with the following properties:
(1) The family p is classified by the right Kan extension of the map Sch
op
aft
→ PrMon classifying its
restriction.
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(2) Let X
f
−→ Y be a morphism of schemes almost of finite type. Then the Cartesian map IndCohY
f !
−→
IndCohX is a composite f ∗
1
f !
2
where
(a) X
f1
−→ X¯
f2
−→ Y is a decomposition of f by an open embedding followed by a proper morphism.
(b) The map f ∗
1
is a left adjoint of ( f1)∗.
(c) The map f !
2
is a right adjoint of ( f2)∗ [GR17, II, Theorem 5.2.1.4].
(3) The underlying Cartesian fibration op IndCoh → Schaft has fppf descent [GR17, II, Corollary
5.3.3.7].
(4) The monoidal structure [GR17, II, Theorem 5.4.1.2] can be given as the composite
⊗! : IndCohX ⊗ IndCohX
⊠
−→ IndCoh(X × X)
∆!
−→ IndCohX.
(5) Let X be a scheme almost of finite type. Then the presentable quasi-category IndCohX is self-dual
[GR17, II, Theorem 5.4.2.5].
Definition 5.53. Let Y
p
−→ Spec k be a stack locally almost of finite type. The unit object of the
symmetric monoidal quasi-category IndCoh⊗(Y ) is the dualizing complex ωY := p
!(Y ). The map
IndCoh(Y )
ΨY
−−−→ QCoh(Y ) admits a symmetric monoidal left adjoint QCoh(Y )
ΥY
−−→ IndCoh(Y )
[GR17, II, §6.3.3], which restricts to an equivalence on dualizable objects [GR17, II, Lemma 6.3.3.7].
Let F = E ⊗ OY ∈ IndCoh(Y ) be a dualizable object. Then its support Supp(F) is Supp(E).
We let TCoh ⊆ Coh denote the full substack on totally supported coherent complexes and we
let Az IndCoh ⊆ Alg IndCoh⊗
!
denote the full substack on algebra objects locally equivalent to
endomorphism algebras of totally supported coherent complexes.
Corollary 5.54 (Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem for IndCoh). The following assertions hold:
(1) Then the following is a fibre sequence in Stklft:
op TCoh◦
End
−−→ Az IndCoh◦
Mod
−−−→ op LTensAz IndCoh◦ ≃ (B2Gm × BZ).
(2) Let Y be a stack locally of finite type and E ∈ TCoh(Y ) a totally supported complex with bounded
coherent cohomology sheaves on Y . Then the following is a fibre sequence in (Stklft)/Y :
((BGm) × Z)Y ≃
op Pic IndCohY
⊗E
−−→ op TCoh◦
Y
End
−−→ opAz IndCoh◦
Y
.
Proof. By Theorem 5.52, we can apply the abstract Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem, Theo-
rem 4.17 to the co-family IndCoh⊗
!
. The rest of the Proof consists of identifying the output of the
Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem.
LetX
p
−→ Spec k be an affine scheme of finite type. Then by Remark 5.40 we have (BGm×Z)(X) ≃
PicQCoh(X). The equivalence on dualizable objects QCoh(X)d
ΥX(E)=E⊗ωX
−−−−−−−−−→ IndCoh(X)d restricts
to an equivalence PicQCoh(X) ≃ Pic IndCoh(X). The full subcategory Coh(X) ⊆ IndCoh(X) is
precisely the full subcategory of compact objects [Gai13, Corollary 1.2.6]. Moreover, the dualizing
complex ωX ∈ IndCoh(X) is compact [Gai13, Corollary 9.6.4], therefore every dualizable object of
IndCoh⊗
!
is compact. By definition, a coherent complex E⊗ωX ∈ CohX is totally supported if and
only if the perfect complex E ∈ PerfX is totally supported.

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Remark 5.55. Let Y be a stack locally of finite type. Note that via the equivalence Perf(Y )⊗
ΥY
−−→
Coh(Y )⊗
!
the result of Corollary 5.54 is equivalent to Corollary 5.39 for Derived Algebraic Ge-
ometry. But it might offer a new look at derived Azumaya algebras, in particular in cases where
ωY ∈ IndCoh(Y ) is compact but OY ∈ QC(Y ) is not.
5.5.4. Crystals and D-modules.
Definition 5.56. Let S be an affine scheme. The we say that it is a reduced scheme if it is a reduced
classical scheme. We denote by redAff ⊂ clAff the full subcategory on reduced affine schemes and
we let red PreStk = P(redAff).
The de Rham functor is the composite dR : PreStk
res
−−→ red PreStk
RKE
−−−→ PreStk of the restriction
and the right Kan extension functors. Let Y ∈ PreStk be a prestack. Then the de Rham prestack YdR
of Y is the image dR(Y ).
Proposition 5.57. [GR14, Proposition 1.3.3] LetY ∈ PreStklaft be a prestack locally almost of finite type.
Then the de Rham prestack YdR is a classical prestack locally almost of finite type.
Definition 5.58. The left crystals functor is the composite Crysl : PreStk
dR
−−→ PreStk
QC
−−→ PrMon.
The right crystals functor is the composite Crysr : PreStklaft
dR
−−→ PreStklaft
IndCoh
−−−−−→ PrMon. They are
related by a symmetric monoidal natural equivalence (Crysl |PreStklaft)
Υ
−→ Crysr [GR17, II, §6.3.2],
[GR14, Proposition 2.4.4].
Remark 5.59. Let X be a classical scheme of finite type. Then there exist equivalences CryslX ≃
D-modlX and CrysrX ≃ D-modrX [GR14, §5.5] where D-modlX (resp. D-modrX) are the stable
quasi-categories of left (resp. right) D-modules on X.
Corollary 5.60 (Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem for Crys). The following assertions hold:
(1) Then the following is a fibre sequence in Stklft:
op(Crys
r,gen
Coh
)◦
End
−−→ (AzCrysr)◦
Mod
−−−→ op LTensAz(AzCrysr)◦ ≃ (B2Gm × BZ)dR.
(2) Let Y be a stack locally of finite type and E ∈ Crys
r,dgen
Coh
(Y ) a generator complex with bounded
coherent cohomology sheaves on Y . Then the following is a fibre sequence in (Stklft)/YdR :
((BGm) × Z)YdR ≃
op PicCrysr
Y
⊗E
−−→ op(Crys
r,gen
Coh
)◦
Y
End
−−→ op(AzCrysr)◦
Y
.
Proof. TheunderlyingCartesianfibration ofCrysr satisfies fppf descent [GR14, Corollary 3.2.4]. For
a schemeX locally almost of finite type, the stable quasi-category Crysr(X) is compactly generated
[GR14, Corollary 3.3.3], therefore it is dualizable [Lur18, Proposition D.7.2.3]. This shows by
Proposition 4.9 that we can apply the abstract Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem. To finish,
we need to identify its output.
LetX be a scheme of finite type. Then just as in Corollary 5.54, the dualizable objects in Crysr(X)
coincide with the compact objects, which in turn coincide with the D-modules with coherent
underlying complex [DG13, §5.1.17]. Moreover the equivalence Crysl(X) → Crysr(X) restricts to
the equivalence ((BGm) × Z)(X) ≃ PicCrys
l(X) ≃ PicCrysr(X).

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Definition 5.61. Let idPreStk
u
−→ dR denote the unit of the adjunction PreStk
res
..
⊥ red PreStk
RKE
mm . Let
Y be a prestack. Then a twisting on Y is a Gm-gerbe T on YdR equipped with a trivialization of
the pullback T|Y along u.
Let T be a twisting on Y . Then via the symmetric monoidal structure on QC, the Gm-gerbe
T acts on the quasi-category Crysl(Y ) of left crystals. Therefore, we can form the quasi-category
CrysT,l(Y ) of T-twisted left crystals on Y .
Corollary 5.62. Let Y be a prestack and T a twisting on Y . Then the quasi-category dgen CrysT,l(Y ) of
T-twisted left crystals on Y that are dualizable generators is equivalent to the quasi-category DerazT(YdR)
of derived Azumaya algebras on YdR with Brauer class T.
Proof. This is a formal consequence of the Homotopical Skolem–Noether Theorem for Derived
Algebraic Geometry, Corollary 5.39.

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